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KENNA, ROOSEVELT COUNTY, NEW MEXICO, FRIDAY, JANUARY 7
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BILLIONS IS

PLAN

LOANED FARMERS

RULE

TREATY BETWEEN
JAPAN AND U. S.
A

California Congressman la Very Hopeful That the California Troubla
May Ba Settled.

KANSAS CITY RESERVE DIS.
TRICT FIGURES ARE

$229,433,000

Washington.

Declaration

by

NO. 43

FRANCE SEEKS TRADING PACT

RUSSIA

Attention Claim Holders

WANTS TO TRADE
WITH THE U. S.

J

Brlttish Now Grabbing for Business
United States Spurn It I
,
Asserted.
Washington.

Rep-

I have a complete set of plat books for Koxma
and mnrrmmAi n rt Mnntrv fnt savaral mlljMi nn4
am prepared to attend to any land business that
you may have.

Russia needs between

resentative Kahn of California that he 14,000,000,000 and 15,000,000,000 worth
f."QHE TH1N"D0UELED IN YEAH believed reports were true that the of Amerioan commodities, a good part
Japanese government had withdrawn of It railroad material, within the next
Its opposition to the recently ratified four years.
The Amount of Such Redlacounta In California law prohibiting acqulcltion
She wants to trade with us and will
1019 Was Estimated at $71V
by Japanese of title to real estate in produce witnesses before a senate
260,000 It ia Stated In the
relations' committee during the
that state. The California representative made the statement after a con- week beginning January 7 to show
Report.
ference with Roland S. Morris, Ameri- that th opening of trade between the
United States and Russia will greatly
Washington Nearly two billions ot can ambassador to Toklo.
Announcement was made by Repre- stabilize the government
dollars worth of paper, baaed on proOne uch witness is Dr. Marquitz,
duction and sale of farm products, haa sentative Kahn that a meeting of the professor
at the University of Mosbeen rediscounted by federal reserve California members of the house had
been called to discuss aspects of the cow, and one of the greatest econotanks thi year, Governor Harding of negotiations
now being carried on be- mists in Russia. He is politically opthe federal reserve board estimated tween
the United States and Japanese posed to the Boviets but will tell the
In a special report sent to Chairman
are
lOronna, of the senate agriculture com- governments looking toward a treaty aanaft that if trade relations
mittee. The amount of such redis- defining the rights of Japanese nation- opendd tehy will arrange their financial and industrial organization
to
counts In 1610 was estimated at 1719, als in the United States.
meet the approval of the world.
fe60,000, it is estimated.
Substitute Is Asked.
At this hearing shall offer a cable
The principal matter to be taken up
The figures Include eleven districts.
gram from Moscow officially confirmThere was no report from the New at the conference, was the proposal ing the
great contract and the confTork reserve hank, at the board said that the California legislature be askby Washington
cessions
obtained
to
enact
reed
a
for
substitute
the
ot
very
amount
was
a
small
there
from the soviet government.
The substitute
there. cently ratified law.
farmer's paper rediscounted
The Vanderlip contract provides for
would prohibit any alien from acquirFigures from the other districts
ing land in California and would there- the delivery of $3,000,000 worth of
by remove the contention that the American commodities to Russia. It
1920
1919
2,0)2,000 I 4,79,000 present California law
---I
Boston
also provides for a concession coveris discrimin8.5H0.QO0
2,71,000
Philadelphia
ing 400,000 square miles of territory
i,7ft$,6oq atory.
812,000
Cleveland
828,000.000
102,000,000
Richmond
Mr. Kahn, who conferred at the In eastern Russia rich in resources of
20,000,000
91,300,000
Atlanta
128,408,008 state department with
47.203,000
Ambassador oil, eoal, furs and fisheries.
Chicago
695.000,000
230,000,000
St. Louis
Within the past year representa228,000,000 Morris, who is representing the United
flinneapolis
75,000,000
2W.482.000 States in the negotiations conduoted. tive of corporations and societies In
123.4S1.000
Kansas OHy
4.21,6K) by
28,997000
f)allas
,- the Japanese government through Russia came to America with
89,065,000
20,000,000
fcan Francisco
In gold to buy farm machinhere, Baron Sbedehara
ambassador
its
by
"The special figures furnished
ery
were informed fhat the goods
the Federal Reserve banks in accord- said his impression was that no defi- couldbutnot be delivered.
ance with request are in all oases nite conclusions as to the proposed
They went to Great Britain where
estimates, no exact figures of the to- treaty between the two nations had the orders were quickly
placed. Right
been
reached.
agricultural
tal volume of loans for
' purposes being available at the
The conference is understood to now Russia needs $8,000,000 worth of
l
have been in accordance with a sug- 'Amerioan shoes.
reserve banks.
The opinion is held by quite a few
"It has been borne In mind also gestion made by the state department
continuation of the ban now excongress
that
both
houses
of
leaders
in
that
farmers'
amount
of
that the total
on trade with Russia by the
ercised
proregard
to
with
be
consulted
the
notes rediscounted by federal reserve
is sought by Brltbanks give no indication of the posed treaty with a view to obtaining itavs department
amounts advanced by the federal re- approval from congress for various tish Interests as a great assistance to
serve banks to flnanee the production provisions of the pact when it is com- themselves In preventing American
and sale of farm products. Since large pleted. These consultations are un- competition.
The treasury department has refusamounts advanced to member banks derstood to have included conferences
in other districts on commecrlal and with Senator Johnson of California, ed to allow paper based upon Russian
Industrial paper are used by these the only member from the Paclflo transactions to be used in the federal
banks for loans to agricultural In coast 6tates, and Representative John- banks and l.tve been informed that
son of Washington, chairman of the Jointly with the state department they
terests."
would not mint Russian gold on the
house committee.
ipretext that this gold might have been
SAYS LEAGUE SAVES WORLD
taken from Individuals or banks In
RAIL ROAD RATES TO STAND Russia
in an Illegitimate way.
for-eig-

A. G Whito
C S. Commissioner,

N. M.

n

ED. J. NEER,

Undertaker and Embatmer
LICENSED BY 8TATE BOARD
Calls answered day or night Office phone 67 two rim?.
Residence, 67 three rings. Agent for Roswell and Amar&lo
Greenhouse. Portales, New Mexico.
Complete line of Caskets and Robe

,

,

The Old rime Preparations Are Good

Van-derll-

;

0

I

and yott will find them all here from DobelTs eolation to
the end of the chapter. All correctly compounded and bearing:
the guaranteeing label of

s) rut fwcscicifprtoN

mug, $toqs

ROSWELL N. M.

fed-ra-

GO TO

i

Meeting Greatest Event In History,
Lloyd George Says.

London. Premier Lloyd George, in
luncheon speech characterized the
league of nations meeting at Geneva
as "one of the great events In the history of tle world.' '
The premier expressed the belief
that if there had been a league of
nations in 1914 the world war would
have been averted.
The league; said Lloyd George, is
a considerable measure toward world

a

disarmament
"There can be no real peace between nations so long as there is competition in armaments,"
said the
premier. "But at the same time na.
tlons cannot risk disarmament until

every country is Included.

CANADA FLEET IS DAMAGED
Official

Welcome Delayed by Mishap
to Flagship.

Halifax.

Canada's new fleet of two

destroyers and a cruiser met with a
mishap at its inaugural rendezvous in

Halifax harbor. As the warships were
being berthed, the flagship Aurora was
fouled by His Majesty's Canadian
hip Patrician.
Although the damage was slight, the
Incident delayed the official welcoming program.

Cuyler Says Roads Are Well Satisfied
With Gains Made In 1920.
Washington. American
railroads
are completing a record year and have
no intention of asking for another
general increase in rates, Thomas De
Witt Cuyler chairman ot the association of railway executives declared in
a statement reviewing the railroad
situation for 1920.
The year Just ending, Chairman
Cuyler asserted, saw American railroads placed again under private operation and under such direction saw
them move a larger gross tonnage
than ever before and also established
new records in the amount of transportation gotten out of each car,
These records were not achieved by
the railroads alone, but with the aid
of shippers in unloading cars and with
::the day and night, rain or shine,
work of hundreds of thousands of employes."
The railway executives association
chairman referred In his review to reports that the railroads plan to ask
increase in rates, and in
for
that connection said:
"I know of no movement on the
part of railroads for a general increase in rates, nor do I expect any."
fu-'th-

JEWISH POGROM IS PROBED
Government Will

PEKIN

WANTS

EMBASSY

Porter Offer

Resoultlon to Increase
Officer Rank.

Washington.

The American

leg,

tion at Peking would be raised to an
embassy under a Joint resolution la
troduced by Chairman Porter of the

house foreign affairs committee.
"While in China, soma month aga,
I announced that I would endeavor to
bare this government put China on
the same diplomatic footing; with other

Make- -

On Minsk District

Public Report

Order.

Warsaw. Premier Wltos, replying
to a question in the national assembly
by the Jewish deputy, Doctor Schipper,
stated that the government was
thoroughly investigating all reports
regarding pogroms, alleged to have
been carried out by the forces of General Balakovltch, former
leader in the Minsk region. He
said the government would make
known the results of the Investigations as soon a possible.

Action Is Taken.
"The recent action by the treasury
department In suspending the fiscal
embargo against Russia came as a culmination to the efforts of American
business men to meet certain stifling
effeots of foreign competition, such
as the censorship of American cablegrams so dramatically disclosed during the recent conference.
"We are still wobbling, however, so
far as th government departments
are concerned. The state department
refuses to Issue passports to American citizens who contemplate opening
business relations with Russia,
"The postmaster general refuses to
allow mail and cables to be sent to
soviet Russia because we have not
recognised that government.
The first action toward establishment of trade relations with Russia
was taken last July when the stats
department ruled
that Americans
might do business with that country
at their own risk.
A practical embargo, however, was
maintained at the treasury depart
ment.
The machinery for credits can readily be set up, If needed, adequate machinery Is not already available.

FRENCH

MAY JOIN

SLID A, N. M.

Pot, Cement, Lumber and Building
Material, Sash, Door and Hardware

For Wire,

S. G. BRIDGES,

Manager.

KENNA BANK & TRUST

COMPANY.

Kenna, New Mexico.

OOOOOOO

S0IVETS

Revolutionary Temper of Nation Is
vsaled In Socialist Report.
Tours, France.

KEMP LUMBER CO.

R

What was termed

the strong increase ia the

revolution-tr-

y

temper ot the French people and
Indication
preliminary
that , the
French socialists favor affiliation with
the third Moscow Internationale by
three to one were the outstanding
feature of reprt read at the first
seslson ot th Ft each socialist party
congress. A signtfloaat phaee. 4f the
report was the statement that the socialist and revolutionary spirit had
gained great strength la the agriculVraaoa
tural district

DTRAIGHT BANKING ON SAFXZ

and sound r.ixrnioD3,

THE KENNA RECORD
KOLEHMAINENISTO

YOUNG FITZSIMMONS NO FIGHTER

RETURN TO FINLAND

Bob Fltzslmmons, Jr., will never fill the boots of his distinguished dnddy
g
as a boxer. Lftorts of a few
managers to put Hob, Jr., forth
nioney-snotehin-

as championship hope within the Inst
few years hnve ended In dlsmnl fall
ure. The lnd's Inst "coming out" af
fair wns pulled off down In Newark,
N. J., after the boy wns discharged
)
froiD the army, lie made a fair show
ing with his opponent that was all
While stationed at Camp Dix, New
Jersey, young Fltz boxed with the sol
dlers and appeared In exhibitions
there'; so when he wns released from
service more than one manager believed he could be turned Into a fighter of the stripe that made his father
famous.
To ,ihose who knew Bob In his
boyhood days when he resided at
Dunellen, N. J., the turn of events
was no surprise. Young Bob was a
modest chap and detested the word
"prizefighter."
lie loved to roam
about the fields, Ann In old Stony
brook, catch butterflies and kill snnkes,
and play the games with the village
boys. All this was only a dozen of
years ago when old Bob's fame wns
slipping away from him.
Fight wns not In young Bob,
Even the little scraps, thnt nre common
among boys, Bob, Jr., was never mixed
up in them. The nearest to a scrap he got Into wns in a footbnll game, when
he played on the Dunellen boys' eleven against an eleven of a neighboring vil
lage. When the Dunellen team emerged from the first hnlf by a good lead
It became breezed among the players on the rival team that the "big feller"
who played center was "young Bob Fltzslmmons" and that he was going to
"clean up" In the finnl hnlf (there were only two periods in a game In those
days). Thnt wns sufficient to scare Dunellen's rivals, and they refused to go
nwhen the whistle blew for the second hnlf.
Young Bob was also a Sunday school boy. He bowled and played ball
on the Sunday school teams. In his studies In the day school he was no
wizard, but he held his own. He didn't love school any more than the ordinary boy. lie liked to be with the crowd and despite the popularity of his
father he wns one of the most modest chnps in the vlllnge.
So, young Bob wns never cut out for a fighter. He did not like the gnme.
He disliked it. It wasn't born Into him. Thnt's why Bob Fltzslmmons did
not emulate his famous father.

JJlKTQ

They say Jack Dempsey Is better
now than he will be a year hence.

Heavyweights are said to be at their
best at the age of twenty-six- .
They
start going back at twenty-seve- n
or
twenty-eigh- t
and roll off on passing
thirty. A list of champions of the
past proves this. The list follows:
John L. Sullivan at the age of thirty-four
was knocked out by Jim Cor-bet-t.

PARAGRAPHS
University of Illinois Is planning to
build a stadium seating 60,000.
Mllllken university has accepted an
Invitation to piny Center college next
year.
Harvard and West Point may meet
at the Polo grounds
next year.
in a footbull game

Sylvester T. Fltzpntrlck was reelected cnptaln of the Fordham eleven
for next season.

at

en-ro- ll

at Georgia Tech.
i

j

j

nermnn Bronkle has been signed to
manage the Mobile Southern Association club. He wns formerly with St.
Louis and Cleveland.

Ynle footbnll ofllelnls deny thnt any
action hnd been taken relative to drop,
ping Boston college from Yale's football schedule next year.

Billy Mlske, who succumbed to Jack
Dempsey at Benton Harbor In three
rounds the Fourth of July, has begun
the ring.
training to

this.

i

According to a memorandum accompanying the senate resolution, the;
agreement guaranteeing Cabrera good treatment wns drawn up ot the American
legation. He was to be lodged in the military academy and his property was-;-'
to be safeguarded. The memorandum asserts he is in a common Jail, andj
that he has been stripped of $15,000,000 of property, emi to his false teeth.

Last June, soon after returning to
his home In Wyoming, the Wyoming
legislator took to playing farmer. He
quit abruptly at least for a time
when he fell from a haystack. The
haystack, was big and high and he
fell hard. The result was two broken
ribs.
Then ih October Mr. Mondell's
official between session's activities
took him to the Shoshone dam, in
Wyoming, on the Cody entrance to
Yellowstone national park. Here his
Jinx rolled a boulder down on him.
This time the result wag a broken

If

leg.

fey1'

7. nitting or "flicking" with
the open glove.
8. Wrestling or roughing at the
ropes. x
9. Purposely going down without being hit.
10. Striking deliberately at
that part of the body over the
kidneys.
11. The use of the pivot blow.
12. The use of abusive or profane language.
13. The failure to obey the referee or any physical actions
which may Injure a contestant,
except by fair sportsmnnllke
boxing.
Note: The referee shall immediately disqualify a contestant who Is guilty of a deliberate und willful foul, and award
the decision to Ids opponent.

i
PICTURE

FOR JUDGE

LANDIS

Group

Likeness of Champion Indiana
of Cleveland Is Presented to
Noted Jurist.

The very first picture that Judge

Ora Mornlngstar.

Lnndis. will hang in the offices of the
National Commission in Chicago will
be a group of the Cleveland Indians of
1020. Jim Dunn presented it to the
Judge during the conference when

Francisco when he made a run of 272,
Bon McLood, veteran curler of
beating the previous mark of 205 made
Minn., will accompany the Canadian curling team to Scotland this by Welker Cochran In New York last Landls was asked
year.
f Inter for a series of games.
commissioner.
Du-lut-

the stnte department Ministers have-beerecalled, you see, for things like1

er in the house.

bow.

Mnx Houser, former stnr hnlfbnck
of the Lnfayette college team, will

Francis K. Scovil, tackle on the Columbia 'vnrslty elevens of the last
two seasons, hns been elected captain
of the team for 1021.

then, to emphasize matters,!

As Is well known, it 1st hnrrl tn
keep a good man down, and November found the Republican floor leader back,
tn Washington getting ready for the opening of the regular
session scheduled:
to begin early in December, ne was on crutches, but was getting along nicely.
But his Jinx had not yet finished with him. The night of November 23
hoisting himself ud the front stenn nf
broke. In consequence Mr. Mondell got a severe fall severe enough to
lor
mm uy m pea ror several days.

he-wa- s

I

Vanderlip's Soviet Concession

n

In

Several eastern football conches are
expected to lose their positions because of poor seasons.

Ami

Dr. Julio Itlanchl (portrait herewith)
minister of Guatemala to the United!
States, made a bnd break which Is:
to say, was guilty of undiplomaticj
in going to see Senator
procedure
Moses nhout It, Instead of going to!

Representative Mondell of Wyoming, Is shown in recent Washington
photographs to be getting about on
crutches, with one foot in bandages.
It hns been an unlucky summer in
a way for the majority floor lead-

Jim Corbett was thirty-sevewhen
he was knocked out by Fltzslmmons.
Fltzslmmons was thirty-sevewhen
Hannes Kolenmainen.
he kissed the canvas at Coney Island It is
probable,
however, that he will
and Jim Jeffries was made champion. make
one last American appearance
Jim Jeffries was thirty-fiv- e
when in
early spring, before he makes
Jnck Johnson put the skids under hlra his the
departure. The Finnish star will
at Iteno.
make his home,
he remains here,
Jack Johnson was thirty-sevewhen at Great Kills, S.while
L
ho played the dying glndintor to Jess
Wlllnrd at Havana, Cuba.
Wlllard claims that he was thirty-tw- o
years of age when Dempsey
FOULS IN BOXING
dropped him at Toledo.
Thirty seems to be the dangerous
1. nitting below the belt.
age.
2. Hitting an opponent who Is
down or who is getting up after
MORNINGSTAR MAKES RECORD
being down.
8. Holding an opponent or deCalifornlan Sets New High Mark for
liberately maintaining a clinch.
18.2 Balk Line Billiards In
4. Holding an opponent with
Tournament Play.
one hand and hlttlnrr with the
other hand.
Ora Mornlngstar of San Diego, Cal.,
5. Butting with the head or
made a new world's record for. high
shoulder or using the knee.
game In tournament play during the
6. Hitting with Inside or butt
final day's play of the nntlonal 18.2
of
the hand, the wrist or the elbalk Hue billiard
Saq
nrnament

An effort Is being made to revive the

old Arkansas league, with cities
Louisiana added.

relations

Mondell's Jinx Is Persistent

n

SPOPT

of the foreign

committee, introduced a resolution In
the senate the other day which seems
to contain large possibilities of InterThe resolution set
esting rending.
forth all sorts of trickery and bad
faith by the, government of Guatemala
in dealing with Estrada Cabrera, the
dictator vlio was deposed by revolu-- :
tlon Inst April, and called upon the,
secretary of state to transmit to the,
senate sucli information as he might
possess on the subject.

nr-rlv-

n

INTERESTING

Senator Moses of New Hampshire,!

a member

Ilnnnes Kolchmalncn, Finland's veteran distance runner, who captured
the premier prize In the marathon race
nt the last Olympic games, has
in this country for a visit before returning to his native land
where he plans to make his permanent
residence.
The Antwerp marathon winner expects to remain in this country until
next April, when he will return to
Finland.
Kolehmalnen did not disclose his plan of action, but it Is understood he is considering a proposition to assume charge of an extensive
athletic program which the Finnish
authorities contemplate for the purpose of stimulating interest in different sports there.
Kolehmnlnen does not intend to do
any Indoor running on his present visit The veteran dlstancer plans to
stick to his trade and forego athletic
competition during the winter months.

Fighters Begin to Go Back at 27 or 28
and Roll Off on Passing 30,
Says the Dope.

Colonel
Michael J. Lynch,
former Brown university baseball star, who received a tryout
with the Giants In 1907, is being credited as being responsible
for the dendly accuracy of Gus
In
Oden, Brown quarterback,
throwing the forwnrd pnss.
Lynch is working on the theory
thnt a footbnll can be passed
with all the accuracy of a baseball with proper training and
he has been coaching Oden In
throwing the ball. The coaching of Lynch is benrlng fruit
and Oden Is now regarded as
one of the best passers in

Bianchi's Diplomatic "Break"

Winner of Premier Prize In Marathon
Race at Olympic Games Plane to
Take Charge of Big Athletlo
Program.

BEST AGE OF HEAVYWEIGHTS
HELPS FORWARD PASS

i

Noted Distance Runner to Spend
Winter Here.

to

become

high

Washington D. Vanderlip arrived
theother day from Russia, and more reporters went down the-bato meet the Los Angeles man that
have ventured on water at one time-sincDr. Frederick A. Cook returned
from Copenhagen and the Northi
pole. And vo wonder. The American
mining engineer says he has put
through the biggest business deal in
the world's history. He says:
"Over 400,000 square miles in Siberia Including the entire peninsula of
Kamchatka has passed Into possession
of the syndicate 1 represent for a period of CO years. I also obtained from
the soviet government concession to
buy $3,000,000,000 worth of goods from
the United States in the next three-yearspayment to be made in the
products of soviet Russia."
He says he comes to do "a little
,
missionary work," in behalf of resuming trade relations with soviet
Russia. Until such relntlons are resumed, he admits, his "$3,000,000,000 contract" as fisonl agent and his
coal, oil nd fishing concession in Kamchatka are valueless.
In New York

AN;

00-ye-

Sixty Years to Pay War Debts
Senator Watson of Indiana

(por-

trait herewith) advocates extension of

time for the payment of the war debt
over a period of CO years. He urges
that to lighten the tax burden. Repeal of the excess profits tax and reduction of the surtaxes on large Incomes also are urged by him.
Senator Watson's declaration for
the extension of the time for payment
is presumably significant as showing
a decided drift of opinion among the
Republican leaders.. It has been the
program of the treasury department
to pay up the war debt within 25
years.
Anyway,
Senator Watson discussed the tax situation following his
return from a conference at Philadelphia with Senator Peurose. The Pennsylvania senator is chairman of the
finance committee.
It was Senator
Watson's opinion that hearings on
either tax or tariff legislation should
start soon after the holidays to get it well under way by the time a special
session Is called under the new administration.
'

)
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ARTIFICIAL DAY
FAVORED BY HEN
Poultry Flock Given More Time
for Eating and Exercising
During Winter Season.
INCREASES

EGG

PRODUCTION

Many Farmers Find It Profitable to
Illuminate Houses for Several
Hours Each Day to Encourage the Pullets.
Domestic lowls originated In the
tropics where the dnys and nights are
of about equal length. As a result of
this, the reproductive and digestive
systems of the hen are developed to
day.
fit the environment of a
and a
night. For Oils reason
she Is somewhat like an alarm clock,
except that she must be wound up
about every 12 hours Instead of every
24. In the winter In the North, her
digestive system strikes at about 8 or
4 o'clock In the morning. As she is
unable to locate food In the dark she
lias no alternative but to wait until
daylight or until the caretaker gets
around to feed her.
Habits, Not Nature, Changed.
Up In the
cone
where during the fall and winter the
nights are from 13 to 15 hours long
the transplanted domestic fowl from
the tropics has changed her habits
but not her nature. During this time
she takes her vacation when she has
the least to eat and to do. This is
'
from necessity rather than from
choice, for, given an opportunity to
at, exercise, and enjoy herself for 12
hours a day, she lays nearly, If not
'quite so well, as during the summer
months.
Acting on this theory many poultry
keepers have found It profitable to
light their poultry houses for several
hours each day. This lengthened day,
together with the right kind of feed
and plenty of exercise, has been found
to Increase to a marked degree tne
number of eggs laid by pullets In the
fall and winter. It does not pay to
provide light for older hens. A
day for the laying flock during
the winter months Is the aim of those
who are following this, practice.
Experiments are being carried on ty
the United States Department of
Agriculture at the government poultry
farm at Beltsvllle, Md., for the purpose of securing more data on this
north-tempera-

14-ho-

time of Illumination grnduolly or the
effect on tho birds would be disastrous. At the close of the season the
doorcase must be made slowly. From;
November 1, the opening of the piil'
season, to April 1 Is the time when
lighting Is usually provided for fowls.
To sect re the desired results It Is
necessary not only to provide food
ready for eating when the birds
awake, but also water. In very cold,
weather some special means of heating
It must he provided or the watering
trough will be frozen over. The birds
will not do well if drink Is not avail-- j
able also. A small oil lamp under n
bucket, an electric attachment fop
slightly heating the water, and a
watering tank Insulated somewhat after the Idea of a tireless cooker are
the methods used for keeping the
water for the flock at a temperature
above freezing.
How to Save Light
In a pen 20 by 20 two lights rather
than one should be used. A
d
reflector that will flirow the
light to all parts of the building also
helps to get the best results from the
amount of electricity used. To save
Illumination the windows should be
placed when feasible on the south,
east and west sides of the building.

The Kitchen
(a
'

j

Wulin NwaDDr

Union.)

"Wear a smile on your face.
Keep a laugh In your heart.
Let your Hps bubble over with sods;
'Twill lighten your load
As you travel life's road
And help other sinners along."
THE

AVOCADO

OR

ALLIGATOR

PEAR.

For many years the avocado has
been brought to this country from
and In
Mexico,
number
limited
has been In the
markets of late
from north to
south. Even now
the demand for
the fruit at almost prohibitive
prices, far exceeds the Bupply. Experimenters have tested to their satisfaction that this much prized fruit
can be produced commercially in a
wldo area of territory and they are
busy developing an Industry that
gives much promise. The avocado belongs to the laurel family and Is a
native of tropical and
America. The tree Is large and spreading, Its leathery leaves of a spicy
taste and odor. The bay tree, whose
leaves are used largely for seasoning,
belongs to the laurel family. The
fruit of the avocado varies In shape
with color
from round to
from green to deep purple, weighing
from a few ounces up to five pounds.
It contains a large single seed around
which Is a thick creamy yellow and
d
flesh, of delightful nutty
d
flavor. The
fruit Is more
often shipped, as it carries well. It
has been said of the avocado that It
Is In a class by Itself. It Is a natural
and oil. It
combination of food-fruaverages DS4 calories, or heat units
per pound, more than twice the maximum calories of the best fresh fruits.
Its fuel value corresponds to 75 per
cent of that of cereals. Its chief value however Is In Its fat content, which
In some cases Is as high as 28 to SO
per cent. The only fruit comparable
to It Is the olive aria" that Is a processed fruit The Increase In population, making land too valuable merely for producing meat,
makes the
production of such a substitute worthy
of consideration.
In Mexico a snlnd of the pear Is
used as follows: Cut the fruit In
dice after peeling and add to two
parts of the fruit one part of Bermuda onion, chopped fine, and a small
sweet pepper. Prepare two hours before serving. Season with salt, pepper and vinegar.
In Santiago. Peel the fruit, remove
the seed and cut In cubes. Mix with
mayonnaise, sprinkle with the yolk of
hard cooked egg put through a sieve.
Such a salad should constitute a meal,
with the fat of the fruit. In the dress
Ing and In the yolk of the egg.
Havana Paste. Take the meat of
three avocados, add three tomatoes,
half a green pepper cut Into fine
shreds. Crush and pounj this mass
to a paste. Add a little onion Juice,
lime Juice and salt MIj: thoroughly
and serve at once.
Avacado au Natural. Remove the
skin and slice the fruit. Serve on a
plate garnished with celery hearts, tomato or sweet red peppers. To be
eaten with a fork with or without
salt and pepper, as preferred.
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wide-angle-

ADJUSTABLE

1910.

CREEP FOR PIGS

Boards Held Perpendicularly by Bolts
May Be Close Together or
Far Apart.

semi-tropic-

Here Is an adjustable hog creep that
may be used to admit to a pen or feed
lot pigs up to a certain size, and ex- -

pear-shape-

if
liLU

I

green-colore-

thick-skinne-

it

Adjustable Hog Creep.

elude all above that size. Usually the
boards of a hog creep are horizontal
but in this case they are perpendicular, says a writer In Successful Farming. The hogH can always pass through
without stooping, and since there Is no
board to rub along their backs there is
less danger of Injuring them. The two
outside boards are nailed to the cross-piecwhile the two middle boards are
held In place by bolts which pass
through elongated holes. These two
middle boards may be close together or
far apart depending upon the size of
the bogs to be excluded.
es

GUTTERS

KEEP CELLARS

DRY

Cement Ditches Carry Water From
House Far Enough to Prevent
Injury by Seepage.

A few homemnde cement gutters will
drain away the water from the gutter
pipes and help keep a cellar dry. The
cement ditch can be 8 Inches wide, 2
Inches thick and widened at the recelvr
Ing end to resemble a shallow platter,
rrrrr
says the United States Department of
Agriculture. It should be sufficiently
long to carry the water from the gut
ter pipe far enough from the house
Large
Coop Used by Governto prevent seepage. If the
foundation
ment Poultry Farm In Artificial work is set flush with the ground It
Lighting Experiments.
offers no hindrance to passing feet or
phase of poultry work. The results to the lawn mower.
secured thus far corroborate the testimony of others as to the value of I- SELECTING BEST COCKERELS
llumination In hen houses.
The birds used In the government Male Bird Should Have Short, Stout
If you'd make lire worth llvln"
experiments are fed four times a day,
Legs and Full Breast Comb Is
Try these big things worth while;
at eight, twelve, four and some time
Good Index.
they're three (I'll sura 'm up ag'ln).
after dark. This last feed Is for the
Jest love an' work an' ymlle.
birds' breakfast.
In addition to the
In selecting cockerels, they should
four feeds a dry mash Is kept con- have short, stout legs and full breasts.
A DAY OF SAUCES.
stantly before the birds.
The comb Is also a good Index In JudgBy means of an ordinary
alarm ing the maturity of a mule, as some
A sauce as an accompaniment to a
clock an electric switch Is turned on are far ahead of others hatched at the dish Is as essential as the
ordinary
:30
4
In, the morning.
Care Is same time. Good Judgment goes a long
about
seasoning of salt
taken to Increase the length of the way In selecting fowls.
and pepper to
make a dish appetizing. A very
the
feeling
farmers
were
Injustice
the
HOME-MAD- E
HIDES
o r d n a ry dish
of a transaction wherein they sold a
with a piquant
whole cowhide for less than they paid
ARE TOO UNCERTAIN out for a pair of work shoes an ocand appropriate
sauce has mnde
currence not at all unusual. "Investimany a chef and
gation shows that the leather dealer
It Does Not Pay Farmer to Tan Is not- entirely to blame for the low hotel famous, Certain foods need
prices thot the farmer receives for rertuln sauces. A lamb roast with
His Own Leather.
his hides. Too often the hide from mint sauce, pork roast with apple
the farm cow Is taken off in a carel- sauce, turkey with cranber.y, are always associated. Veal
Packing Houses Have Considerable ess1 manner that leaves the skin full snappy tomato sauce, or without a
one of onion.
of
nevholes
cuts
and
are
farm
hides
Ability
to
Advantage Because of
Is usually flat and tasteless.
Boiled'
er
as
bought
as
uniform
those
from
Carefully Grade Skins Holes
Is
Improved
mutton
by
capor
a
sauce
nouses,
me
wnere tne animals
pacKing
Are Avoided.
-Iare carefully graded and the skins and currant Jelly th a roost With
Apparently It doesn't pay the farm- removed by expert skinners. For that venison a spiced grope .Jelly Is especially appropriate, and wild duck
er to tan bis own leather. The bureau reason the hide buyer Is always will- needs
a tart Jelly or a Balad of sliced
prod-ac- t
ing
Departpay
packer's
States
United
.chemistry,
to
more
for
the
of
oranges.
Wild rice Is excellent and
Agriculture,
Is
conducting
ment of
than he can offer the farmer.
appropriate
leather-makinexperiments upon the
Then, too, the farmer sells his cow- most Fish, too, oftoanyserve with wild
kind Is always
scale to which the average farmer hide to the Junk dealer, who deducts duck.
would have to adjust his work, and his profit from the price he pays. better served with a sauce. Oyster
specialists say that the results ob- Whenever It Is possible to collect a sauce Is one which may be used with
tained thus far do not warrant gen- number of hides and skins It will pay any kind. Bechamel and brown sauce
Good leather can be the owner to deal directly with a are good fish sauces. Lemon and egg
eral practice.
sauces are good with some kinds of
made In Individual tanneries, but the Urge dealer, the specialists say.
Wild fowl Is especially good
fish.
results are too uncertain to give re;
with:
rine-edge- o
liable profits.
lose
temper
their
tools
The work was taken up by the de- It exposed to the right of the sua for
partment when it became evident that
considerable length of time.
V.
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Daddy's

GIVEN IliOII PLAGE

LJ0d Eveiii&

International Honors Awarded
Western Canada Products.

Fairy Tale

5yAARYIt GRAHAM BOMCR

Proof of What Can Be Done, With
Intelligence and Industry, on
Good,
Land.

VUIMN NWtfArlilUNlQN'"1

COmiUOMT

PENGUINS.

Low-Price- d

"As I told you," commenced Daddy, "I am going to tell you quite a few
stories of the ways of the penguins,
for we have agreed that we thought
they were most attractive and Interesting birds.
"They can be divided Into four
groups; or, rather, we can group them
from the four main parts of, the world
where different families live, some
quite a distance apart and some near
together.
"West of the coast of South America to the Equator there Is a cold current and In the Antarctic or south
of the Antarctic regions there are the
Emperor penguins with the white over
their eyes and the Adele penguins
with the ring across their necks.
"The" second group are the
penguins. These are In the milder zone, in South Georgia and upon
the Sandwich islands. Here are the
King penguins and the Johnny penguins, the
penguins, the
Macaroni penguins, the Victoria penguins and the Hlue penguins that con
also be called the Insular penguins or
penguins belonging to Islands.
"In the second group of South Temperate penguins where they live on
continents rather than islands there
are the Jackass penguins. They ars
so named because they have a braying
call which Is Just like that of a donkey.
They are found In Africa and
In South America, and there are three
species or three families of Jackass
penguins.
"In the fourth group of penguins
are those known as the Tropical penguins who live In the heart of the
tropics, near tlie Equator. These are
called the Gailinnll penguins.
"They ah use their wings as paddies. Their wing feathers are scalelike. They all walk upright, as you
know.
"The Emperor and the King penguins lay one egg only,"and this they
lay on the top of their feet, which are
Rock-Hopp-

Walk Upright.
somewhat
These penguins make no nests.
"Others lay two or three eggs and
make a rounded sort of nest,
thougli the penguins aren't like other
birds who care for their homes and
how they look and of what they are
made.
"As long as the penguins keep their
down they keep out of the water.
They do not go In until It has moltpear-shape-

ed.

"They all swim with their wings
Instead of with their feet, and another reason that they stay out of the
water as long as they do Is because
they cannot swim until their wings
are strong, and It takes some time before they are strong.
"Both the Mr. and Mrs. Penguins
have the same eaMng habits, and they
share most of the work and play to-- t
her.
"When the Mrs. Penguins are sitting on the eggs, or rather when the
ess nre sitting on their feet, as they
do In so many cases, and when they've
jjiveii them over to the Mr. Penguins
when they have wanted to take a walk
or a wash or a meal, the Mr. Penguins
love to fight.
"They fight for two reasons: One
Is because they feel so full of energy,
and they're like people when a day
is brisk and cold, and when they feel
happy they like to play games hard
or work hard or do anything they have
to do with lots of energy.
"The other reason the Mr. Penguins
do this Is bemuse they like to show
off before their motes. They feel fine
and healthy and well and happy. And,
too, they like to have their mates see
how brave and splendid they are.
"They're Just
fights,
and they never drop the eggs when
they're fighting and never forget that
they're guarding the eggs for the Mrs.
Penguins.
"Such," said Daddy, "are some ol
the ways of some of the penguins, and
another day we'll bear of some o
their talks and walks and games and
lessons I"
good-nature- d

The 1920 International Live Stock
at Chicago was probably the best
that has ever been held, and as Is
pointed out by a Canadian newspaper
writer, the number and quuilty of the
exhibits "Indicated a new milestone
on the rond of progress." This year
It was truly "International." The part
that Canada took showed a spirit of
friendliness on both sides of the line
that was highly pleasing.
Six provinces of Cunuda were represented In varying degrees, and when
the handsome share of the. prizes that
were corrled off by our northern
neighbors, achieving phenomenal success In view or tremendous eompetl- tion, Is considered, there Is reason to
hope that In the minds of these people
there will grow an esteem for the
International that will be helpful to
both countries.
Cannda won a number of championships, not the least of which was the
sweopstnkes carried off by Mr. J. O.
Mitchell, of Dahinda, Saskatchewan.
In this award may be seen an object
lesson, going to show that It Is not
always the man born with a silver
'
spoon In his mouth to whom the
greutest degree of success will attach.
It will be Interesting to relate that
Mr. Mitchell, the recipient of these
great honors, came from the manufacturing city of Manchester, England,
unacquainted with farming, but with
the lure of the land upon liim. Be-cause he had been told of the success
that followed the tiller of the soil of
Western Canada, flfteen years ago he
decided to make his home In Canada,
and selected as a homestead the land
upon which he grew the wheat that
has brought him a world's champlon- ship. It Is true he had his ups and
downs, but he continued and is now
enjoying the fruits of his labor and
the experience gained In a manner
of life that was enjoyabie. But he
Is still a simple farmer and will continue growing grains that, with the
knowledge he possesses, Industry that
Is essential, and above all, a soil and
climate that are favorable, will secure many more world's championships.
Well, then, too, there was born at
Stratford, Ontnrio, a boy named Lu
cas, now of man's estate. Although a
town boy he always had a desire for
farming. He moved to Alberta to the
neighborhood of Cayley, and those
who have had no Idea where Cayley
Is will know now, for Mr. Lucas has
placed It "on the map." He had some
of his
oats at
the International, and with 240 competitors against him he took the
championship und sweepstakes. This
was a notable achievement. As has
been said, when he was a boy he took
a liking to farming, but the greatest
obstacle In the way of realization of
his dreams was the practical impossibility of a man without a large
amount of capital purchasing the
farm lands of the settled
parts In the neighborhood he lived In.
However, after leaving school he
heard of the
lands of Western Canada. This was his opportunity, and he embraced It Beginning
at 15 years of age with ICO acres of
virgin prairie, and with no practical
farming experience, he has now, by
perseverance and Industry, increased
his holdings to nearly 1,000 acres,
Such Is the brief history of the man
who carried off the championship foi
the best grown oats, and it Is also an
example that might well be followed
by many who are struggling today
against the prices received for the
land, oi
produce grown on
Jo those who, as was the case with
Mr. Lucas, had little means but aa
'
abundance of energy and a flood ol
,

show
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law-price- d

high-price-
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Inducements such as are offered lu
Western Canada.
There were 25 prizes offered In the
class for hard spring wheats and 20
of them went to Western Canada.
Advertisement
Would Be Time Wasted.
As one of the laboring class (Yc
gods, how the money rolls In 1) we are
not keen personally for the Idea expressed In the following lines even
though we print them :
"J would like to get a few dayi
off to get married, sir."
"Why didn't you get married dur-

ing your vacation?"
"1 didn't want to spoil my vacation
In that way, sir." Boston Transcript

Just

So.

Tie's got that other fellow

on thf

hip."
"Yes;

Explained.
"What Is a biting remark 7"
"I supose It Is the kind you thro
la a person's teeth."
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THE UNIVERSAL CAR
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FORD CAR CHANGE IN KENNA TERRITORY.

T

II

ii

IHK KKNNA TERRITOUV, is How opened to u. for
thcMleof FORD CARS, TRUCKS" nnd SUPPLIES. This
territory inc'udea Kenna, Boaz, E'.kins, 01i?e. Jenkins, Tatum,

ii

Urton Banoh, Dereno, Tolar, Ranger Lake. Valley View and all
territory adjacent to all these places.
We have many friends in this territory whom we believe
had rather buy cart from us than from Roswell Dealer?, and we
propose to make regular trips tbroujih thi territory,
jfriend and prospects and soil the FORDS in this territory.
We have FORD Catalogues and other phatnplets for
and will appreciate you writing 'i for them, and without the slightest obligation to ever buy from us. , When you do
buy we want a chance to sell you. You will find us a live bunch
who will appreciate all business. Write Us, fhone U", Come to

!

vi.-it:-

I

II

see Us.

THE

UNIVERSAL
PORTALES,

l"uFi

X.

I.rpEK,

FORD CARS,
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-- New Years Greetings
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the favorinte dish for these cold
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Dr. A.
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and Mrs. A. C. White
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SEXTON & ROBERTS jj
V?

General Real Estate

and
Land Loans

'

Elida,

New Mexico.

J

II

o
I

Roswell, N.

M

JEWELER.

Edison & Victor

tomake final three year proof, to estab
lish claim to the laud above described,
before Alvin C. White, U.S. Comrais
sioner, at Kenna, N. M. on the 8 day
0- -0
of reb iQai.
Claimant namea aa wltaeesea:
XL. 6. 'Cemmhshner,
Albert G. Atkinson. Sr., Thomas E.
Davis, Albert G. Atkinson, Jr., RichC
0
ard L. Samples, all of Elids, N- - M.
Office Room 11, 1st., National Bank
j7 U
Bldg.
Emmett Patton, Register.
New Mexico.
Itoswell,
HOTICI FOB PUBLICATION.
Department of the Interior
150 AZ NEWS.
U. S.'Land Office at Roswell, N. M.

S)an G. tfavage,

Phonographs,
New Records Received Once
A Month.

N. M.

Roswell,

ivwwerr
KOTICB

tnt

rOB s'UBUCAIieB.

OEPARTMEJiT OF THE I7ITER10B
V. S. Land Office at Fort Sumner,
N. M,

Rt.

Notice is hereby ti e n that Paul M.
Jor s of Ro-wl- l,
he'd
Davis, of Jenkins, N. M. who, on Jan.
quartely
in
cnfe?ei.ce
the
5, 191C, made orig H. E. No. 0427OO,
I ere
Meth
dint
S
church
t's
fo- l.y,, Sec. 7,
ho on i eb. 35, 1920,
an all d y s?i t'icu witti
inude additional II. E. Xo. 045185, for
Lots 1, a, 3, 4, EiW'H, Sec 7,Twp. dinner on the g'ouuda was hwld
Range ,
N. M. P. Meridian, at th Kck Vitly school houac
baa filed notice of iuttn'.ion to make
Sunday, A ir od attendance
final three year prof, to establish c mu oi
wa
had at both places
to the land aboved described,
fore
William K. Blanchard, V. S. Coin
miEsioner, at Jenkins, N. M. on the 8
Mi a Mildicd Pquiro was ick
day of reb. 1921.
with tonail
few days last
Clalataat aaanee aa rttateaeee:
U i was dbl" to retunj to
W'ek
ErneBt H. Woolever, rred B. Patty,
Charles D. Dobbins, J. letcher Wil- I101 school work Monday.
son, all of Jenkins, N. M.
jV4
Emmett Patton, Register.
Peeeher McCarter returned

c

36-E-

Dec,

8 1920,

Notice is hereby given that John F.
Sturrnan, of Olive, N. M. who oa
Dec, 17, rgi8, made add II. E. No.
Section
O15356, for SEtf , NXSWtf
SEXNEV, Sectioa
6, NEXSEtf.
N. M. P.
Range 28-27, Twp.
Meridian has filed notice of intention to
make final three year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, be
fore Alvin C. White, U. S. Commis-ione- r,
at Kenna, N. M. on the 18, day
of Jan g2i.
Claimant names as w! la esses:
Chester C.Cloppert, Isibel Cloppert,
William A. Sturrnan, Fred L. Sturrnan,
all of Olive, N. M.
di7 ji4
W. R' McGill, Register.
4-- S

M. W. Hodges

1

9)r.

II
II

west Fourth

G. W. ZIIMK,

Lb

4. 1921.

AND

Work Neatly Done.

0ff.ee,

Local Surgeon for Santa Fe Ry.

Advanv

CLEANERS, TAILORS
HATTERS

tta

a

r
0

J. Evans,

Obstetrics
dlfec

Knitted febrturv tth lu7 at the K.tuna,
dew Mtaico, foil Office, it nc'cane Olau
Uai Mattei.

9--

II

TRACTORS.

HIGH ART TAILORING

dr&ni

Call and see us.

ii
ij

Salrsman.

FORDSON

fhe Kenna Record
By Mr.

Ford

ryyiHyFr4,w'w

wa 'eye

Jan

fresh Stock of Luf f Candi's. AIo Serve
mid fold drink and Hot CIIILB CON CARN1E

We keep

M.

Monrok Hoska.

FORD TRUCKS,

.1 '
M.
Tillinghast,
N.
who
of Elida,
KOTICE OF MJBL1C1T103I.
an Dec, 6, 1920, made add H. E.
Department of the Interior
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M. No. 048313, fgr XE,V, Section 27,
Rge 3O.E
Notice is SXSEX.Sec. 2z,Twp.
Dec HI, i2o.
hereby given tliat Adolphus K. Smith, N. M. P. Meridian, has ftlod notice of
of Elida, N. M. who on Oct, ?5, 1917, intention to make final three year proof
II d. K. No.
for to establish claim to the land above demade
042132,
scribed, before Alvin C. Wnite, I'. S
Section 11, Township.
,
Kt;e,
N.M.P. Meridian, has filed Commissioner at Kenna, N. M. on the
notice of intention to make final three 15, day of Feb. ry.ii.
year proof, to establish claim to the
Claimant aanea as wHneeaea;
land above described, before Alvin C.
John . Tillinghast, of Elida, N. M.
White, I". S. Commissioner, at Kenna, Luther M. Carmichacl, Joseph A.
N. M. on the 8 day of Feb 19'Ji.
Cooper, Willie A. Fry, thee of Kenj7 f4
Claimant names as witnesses;
na, X M.
Register.
Patton,
Emmett
Charley
D.
Slack,
H.
SUc':,
Joe
these of Ml. Kt. A., Elida, N. M.
Harry W. Southard, Thomas R. South-M- "
Notice for Pabltratloa.
these of Kenna, X. M.
J7 4
Department of the Interior
Km melt Patton, Register.
U. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M
Notice is
Jan 4, 1921.
hereby given that Esic Giaves.of Elide,
Notice for Publication
N. M. who on Julv 24, 1917, made H.
Department of the Interior
V. S. Land Office at Roswell, N. M. E. No. 0400S2, for NWV, NtfSW.
Range . N. M. P.
Sec. 34,Twp.
Jan. 4, HJ21.
filed
notice of intention
has
Notice is hereby given that Thomas A. Meridian,

S,

GARAGE,

N.

Maraokk,

II
!

S3. SB,

AlcG?,

Medicine

and
'

'

Obstetrics,

from R.swell, Tuexlay where
fee hai e pent part of his holiday
Tacation.

Sunady.

Elida.

N

.well,

North Usia

2

DAVID L. GZYCfl
land orriesiiPRAeTicc

f

AStKIALTY,
S
iniWKLL.1
Newland
W..
and
family
r.T.
I
spent Sunday at their ranch.
.

B..

.

V. M

124

A number of the Boaz people
attended church at Hock Valley

Office'Odd Fellows Bldg.
'

RANGE CATTLE and SUES?
COMMISSION DEALER

''.

M.

mm

t
J
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Nine

Days

of

Joy

Real

Notice to Taxpauers!

for the, man who needs c'othes. For the first time since
we hare been in busine-- s we are having a tale. It began

January

6.

IT ENDS JANUARY 15,
Here are some of the prices on o,ua'ity goods
for yourself whether they're bargains.

coats

$22.50
f 20.00
All others also half price

SUITS

.

suits
$25.
f40 suits
others also half price

ASSESSOR'S NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC!

UNDERWEAR

l.00
All

CORDUROY
tJ5,00 suits
wo.oo suits

$1.50
one-ha-

"The laws of the Stale f N w Mexico require that every inhabitant of the 6tate, cf ftili ago and sound mind, shall, in each year,
make a list of all property subject to taxation of which he is the owner
or has the control or management. Such list must be on the form
by law by the State Tax Commission auil must be made and
filed iu the office cf the County Apfcesor on or after the first day of Jan.
uary and not late r lhan the last business day of February of each year.
In compliance with the law an for the convenience of taxpayers
I will be at the various places" in Roosevelt county on the respective
dates as follows, for the purpose of taking lists of property.

f8 75 hats
$4.40
Lower priced hats
olF
Stetscns 20 per cent off

13

"

prices cut

Mexico,

HATS

Union suits

.

jude

C0

40 coats

13.00

you

Notice is hereby given to Iho taxpayers of Roosevelt County New
that the Tax Assessor or a deputy will visi' the precincts of the
county at the time and place designated below, for the purposo of making the assesnients of all taxable property for the year ls21.

OVERCOATS
4

-

lf

pre-scrib-

SHEEP LINED COATS
f 16 75 coats
$10.75

SUITS
$15

ia.oo

J 19 7. coats

$13 7 J

Proportionate) reductions in leather vests,
pants. fiannelshirts moleskinand corduroy,
hose, sweaters.

Kenna, Kcnna Bank
Jan. 31
Pre.
Name and Location
Date.
10, Valley View, old postoflice Feb. I
Feb. 3
9, Kagle Hid, school house
9, M ilnetand, postoflice
Fe!. 3
28. Bluit postoflice
Feb. 4
28, Lingo, postoflice
Feb. 5
iS Upton, postoflice
Feb. 7
20, Clautlcll. postoflkj
Feb. S
Feb. 9
3. Dcreno, postoflice
Feb i and 11
5. Tolar, postoflice
22. Perry, school house
Feb. i2
2. Elida, McBryde's store
Feb. 14 to 19 inclusive

29,

Pre.
Name and Location
Date.'
i. Portales, Assesors office
Jam to
Feb 28.
13, Midway, Tom Davisons res Jan 17
'
f, Inez. I'ostoflke
Jan. 18
15, Old Redland, Cox's Store
Jan. 19
15, Garrison, Brown's Store
Jan. 2H
6,. Longs, Postoflice
Jan. ai
11, Rogers, Postoflice
Jag. 24
jO, Richland, Postoflice
Jan. 25
24, New Hepe. Postoflice
Jan. 26
17, Retllake, Postoflice
Jan. 27
' Jan. 28
25, Dclphos. Postoflice

Though this our firit sale, it will be the last this season
And at these below cost prices you can understand wly we
must ask ca?h during this sale. We' be glad to see yHi.
1

E. J. Williams
Roswell, New Mexice.

ed

Any person failing to meet me at these appointments mtj make
oici in Portales at any ti ne within the limits fixed by
law as given above, or blank for making rendition vri be 6ont upon
application, by ni ,il or in person, to my office.
per cent in addition to the regu'ar
''A penality of twenty-fiv- e
valuation, must be added to the value of all property not listed for
assessment within the time and in the form prescribtd by law.
exceptionti-cabe made in this law."
fully yourf,

return to rny

LOCALS
If. P.

Llttlcfield,

In

Mrs.

Mil-dre-

J. W. Brockmon is a witntss
iedera' court at Santa Fe.

d

Seoos tad daughter Alice, Margerie Chayers of Portals
weutto Littlefield Texas, last elwasLeethe guest of her friend Jew.
here

week to

awe

n

R-sp- oc'

last week.

Pat Boone.

Misses Eleanor Oirdoer. Pear
L. H. Oarmichael went Jo
BraiiiTeftabd
I va Roberts came
Portales Tuesday to attend a
in
Sunday
and
ichoo
meeting ef the county school
Monday with several nejv pupil
board.
enrolled.

--

J.-

A,

Pipkin, Assessor

re-ope- ned

Mrs. Alice Wright, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. W. P. L'ttle-flel- d M. XV. Hodges came from Ros
well yesterday and contracted to
aimed Tuesday to viit buy
ho 800 acre tract of land ad
her parents.
jeinirig the town Bite on the
north, known
the old '1 71
Commipsi.mer Geo. T. Liltle-flel- d ram-- trom
!i. H. Henson.
is attending a meeting of
the state tax commission board
Missea Frances Howell, Josie
in Santa Fe.
I

Oood, Nounie Mae Kimmons
and Mary M alone left the first
Miss Juanita Sims and her of the week for Reswell and
gaesi, If lea Alma Tray lor, lef Portales to resume their liigl
on the passenger Sunday morn school work.
iug, Alma returning to her
home in Elida aud Ju auita going
Arthur Fry is spending a few
te PUijariew to resume her days
in Roswell.
studies at Wayland College.

B. C. Rogers, a former resident ef ttiH place is t pending i, NATIONWIDE FIGHT
few days here.
AGAINST DISEASE
W. B, McCombi triii-ctbusiness in Roswell Hid t
the week

d

fi--

vt

American Red Cross Will Have
Health Centers in All Parts
of United States.

T. O. Elred of Portal
was
here tale week looking after
The American Red Cross has launch
business interests aud
ed upou a uutlon wide campaign of
his daughter, Mrs Hlen Cru'ne. fighting disease and physical defect
Mr. aud

Ms. Mart SheiiiiMi

came down from Cloris Mond y
to Yisit their parents, Mr. ai d
Mrs. J. U. Sherman at the Ken-a- a
hetel.

John A. Jones came up from
Roswell Tuesday to spend
few days with his family.

a

Thomas Matkin left Sunday for
hla heme In Dexter after a few
days vlbit here with his mother,

lira. J. U'Cbermnn.

anion? the American people. A new
and unique health Institution lias come
Intn belns as the result Of several
months study by the Red Cross Health
Service Department at Natloual Head
quarters.
Officials In charge of the department
predict Uiat before long this new health
activity will be In actual oporatlon all
over the country, and that the sign
"American Red Cross Health Center"
will become as familiar to the people everywhere as are now the slgus of
the telegraph companies.
Busy Long Before War.
The Interest of the American Red
Cross In the fight against disease Is
not, however, of recent origin. Long
before the war the organization began
this health service through Its medical
units tq. disaster relief work and tte

ROOSEVELT COUNTY NEW MEXICO

department of Town and Counly Nursing. During the war and following
the armistice thousands of American
Red Cross officials hnve been fighting,
countries.
disease In the
e
same time tens of thousands of
local Red Cross officials have been engaged at home lighting disease, notably during the Influenza epidemics.
The American Fed Cross has determined that nil tnls vuluable experience in health service abroad and at
home shall not go to waste. So long
as there are a half a million people
dying yearly In this country from preventable causes, and so long as more
than one.tlilrd of the American children and young people are victims of
physical defects, the Red Cross recognizes the urgent need for continued
Red Cross health service at home.
How Organization Works.
The Red Cross Health Center Is
governed by business principles, applies business methods, and, In Its
more simple form, can be established
and conducted by lay people.
It proceeds upon the demonstrated
fact that health Is a "ommmlity thnt
can be bought and sold like brooms
and son p. Therefore, It establishes Itself In a storeroom In the principal
business section of the community. It
displays Its goods In the form of attractive health exhibits In Its show
windows.
It advertises constantly and
extensively. And It uses every business and social device to attract customers.
The Red Cross Health Center Is of
service to the sick In that It gives out
reliable and complete Information
about existing clinics, hospitals, sanatoria and other Institutions for the sick
and the defective; about available
nurses, both trained and practical;
about when to consult a physician and
why to shun the quack and his nostrums.
Teaching Disease Prevention.
The Red Cross Health Center Is,
however, of evee greater service to the.
well. It teaches people how to prevent sickness and disease. This Is done
In many Interesting and attractive
ways flrst of all, by the distribution
of popular health literature and
through health lectures illustrated with
lantern slides or with health motion
picture Alms. Then special exhibits are
given, one after the other, on various
health subjects. Practical demonstration are made; a Iho health playlets by
n

At-th-

children to Interest and Instruct them-- '
selves and their elders. Classes are
organized In personal hygiene, home
care of the sick, flrst aid and In food
Henlth
selection and preparation.
clubs, both foi younger nnd older people, are formed ; also Little Mothers'
Leagues. Nutrition nnd growth clinics
are conducted for children.
Already more tlinn a hundred of
these Red Cross Henlth Centers are In
actual operation throughout the country. Many of them also conduct mod-- .
Icul clinics, hut the one chief, outstanding feature of the American Red
Cross Health Center Is Its henlth education service which teaches well people how to keep well.

I

When disaster hits a community,
flre, flood, earthquake, explosiea, bad
wreck or tornado the American Red
Cross can be depended upon to fellow
right at Its heels with help for the
stricken people. Red Cross relief Is
almost Immediately forthcoming foot),

clothing, shelter and fnnds; doctors,
nurses and special workers with long
experience In handling similar trouble
elsewhere.
I luring the Inst year, ending June SO,
there was an average of four disasters
a month In the United States.
One
hundred and fifty cornmuutiles ta
twenty-sevestates suffered. The
largest and-mdestructive ef these
were the tidal wave at Corpus Cbrlstl,
Texas, and tornadoes In Mississippi,
Louisiana, Alabama, Georgia, Ohio,
Indiana aud Illinois.
In these events of horror 150 per
inns were killed, 1,500 were Injured,
1.8.000 were made houeleHS. eboet SO,
000 families Deeded help, the property
loss was nearly $100,000,000 aa almost $1,000,000 Ib relief funds, not In.
eluding emergency supplies wss ex

.

FRENCH PRAISE FOR
OUR RED CROSS WORK

n

nst

-

Lauding the work accomplished by
for
philanthropy
American
France, Andre Tardleu, former high commissioner from that nation to the United States, in a recent
article widely commented on throughout the French press, snys:
"The American Red- Cross has ac
complished a work which calls for
the heartfelt gratitude of every tru
Frenchman. In 11)18 this great rellel
organization snent In behalf of France
nenrly 87.000,000 fnincs. and In 1919
Its exeiii!!tures on charltuble projecti
In our country Mttilned the tremei
flous total of 171,000,000. It has re
cently turned over to the French relle.
huge stocks of sup
organizations
plies whose vulue must he counted t
the hundreds of thousunds of francs.
''Fifteen million American boys ant:
luil liv'.itlipr In Iho .Innlill
Red Cross of America, are hack of s
movement to establish the closest tlei
between themselves nnd France'!
younger generation through the cliur
liable works they hnve tlnnnced an
are now carrying out among our Uttli
war sufferers.
"The bonds of friendship betweet
Franc and Amerlcn Is cemented wltl
mutual admiration, rerpect and grat!
-

Vie."
Aid for Spanish Red Cross.

The IH'Han chapter of the American
Red Cross, composed of Americans
resident In fipaln, has Just contributed
$480 to a fund being raised by the
Spanish Red Cross nnd the League of
Red Cross Societies for the purpose of
fighting malaria.

'
RED CROSS ACTIVE
IN DISASTER RELIEF

j

pended.
To the sufferers from all disaster
during the year, the American Red
Cross sent $120,000 worth of supplies, 110 Red Cross nurses and sevea

special relief trains.
Te meet the
needs of the stricken, the ergunlcatlon
set up ten relief statlnus, oerte4
thirty food canteens and as aaany
emergency hospitals. One hundred
Red Cross cksptere
and twenty-fivgave disaster relief service.
If disaster ever strikes this town or
county, the citizens can be ebsoUtel?
sure the Red Cross will tie riht oe
land to help them In every wny.
e

HAROLD HUP.5
R09WEIX,

St. H.

Attorney

Pr.etlele k.fere all
Runocial attentlou to 0m
Utcs
Off lee

Office

rirai Netli

J

prKi

t.
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ASPIRIN

Conductor;

se-G- ar

Name "Bayer" on Genuine

ToCureaCold
in One Day
Take

y

k

i

P9$v

Take Aspirin or.ly us told In each
package of genuine flayer Tablets of
Aspirin. Then you will be following
the directions nml dosage worked out
by physicians during 21 years, and
proved sufe by millions. Take no
chances with substitutes. If you see
the Buyer Crors on tnblets, you can
take them without fear for Colds,
Headache, Neuralgia, Itlieumattsm,
Earache, Toothache, Lumbago and
for 1'ain. Handy tin boxes of twelve
tablets cost few cents. Iruj;cists nlso
sell larger packages. Aspirin Is the
trade mark of I5ayer Manufacture of
Mononeetlcueldester of Sallcylicacld.
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tablets
Be sure its

Bromo

Adv.

Tight Skirt Is Really Ancient.
The modern sheath skirt Is the revival of a very ancient fashion. A
statuette In the Louvre, Purls, shows
an Egyptian queen of from 3,000 to
4,000 years ago In n gown cut low In
the neck, with sleeves stopping well
short of the elbow, and with a skirt
that fits even more closely than the
tight skirts of today.

Thousands Have Kidney
Trouble and Never
Suspect It

The genuine bears this signature

30c
ID you ever hear of Knut
before he won

DHunisun

prize for lit- Well, you needn't feel lonesome une
rvwrrri less you are an
resident of Chicago, where
conhe was a horse-ca- r
ductor back in the eight
ies. Anyway, Knut Hamsun, who is a
Norwegian and lives a
life
in tne wilds of Norway, lias been
awarded the belated prize of 1910
whereat most Americans are vastly
astonished.
e
Some
Chlcnco residents of
Scandinavian blood remember Knut
they seem to think in those days
that it was spelt with three letters.
"Why, sure, I knew him; I knew
that Knut Hamsun," said Dr. Anders
Doe, for many years prominent in Den
Norske club. "He was such nn
lad; he was very poor.
No, he had no money.
That was In
the early eighties, when he came to
Chicago after working as a plowboy
on the virgin North Dakota prairies.
He got a Job as conductor on the old
Hulsted street line. The horses pulled
the cars then. And, my, It was cold
on the back platform.
I still remember Knut's chnpped; red wrists, where
ills
forgot to meet his
mittens. And he carried books In his
pockets.
Always books, Euripides,
Aristotle, Thackeray. Such a dreum-er- l
The passengers used to get mad.
He would forget to Dull the rone. Thev
missed their corners."
And so disaster befell Conductor
Knut Hamsun.
The Halsted street
horse-ca- r
was not for him. He couldn't
lememlier the streets. On pilgrimages
down the line he used to call out
"North avenue," for "Division street."
One day an old luTy asked Hamsuu
if the cur was southbound. Hamsun
scratched his scracgled blond hnir. n
ran forward, trampling over the pas
sengers' reet.
"Are we going south?" he askod th
driver.
"We are going to h 1." growled th
driver.
And so the superintendent nt tha
car barn cave Knut Hnmsnittho nub
ile said the Norwegian was too stupid'
een to cruise as skipper of a HalstSd
street car. Hamsun went tn
York. He got a berth On fi Kpwfnnn1.
land fishing-smack- .
Later h
ids way to Norway as a seaman.
It is restless life, full of nrivpntnr.
that we And in Hamsun's writings,
which are properly called the
confessions. He is truly representative of the Scandinavian bohe-ndawhom he lets look in the glaaa
in ins novel, "The Earth."
.
T! w II Ir,
.
... nlkMnJi.i
uuuaiui wil AUgUSt 4,
J8C0, Hamsun wrote little nwm.
ih,
a young shoemaker apprentice.
He
did not like that trade.
His Irrepresslve longlna for
ture drove hlra to the United States,
where he tried to make a living as a'
rabln boy, miner, store clerk hru.
tor conductor,, nnrl wl.ni
ix..,
inuring
iiiai periou ne wrote a sketch or poem
twice In a while, or was an aggressive
agitator of atheism and anarchism.
When he believed he was a consume
Ive he was, for a short time, a preach-S- r
and devoted his spare time and energy to the study of religious mystinear-herm-

Applicants for Insurance Often
Rejected.
Judging from reports from druggists
who are constantly in direct touch with
the publio, there is one preparation that
bas been very successful in overcoming
these conditions. The mild and healing
influence of Dr. Kilmer's Swamp-Roo- t
is
soon realized. It stands the highest for
its remarkable record of success.
An examining physician for one of the
prominent Life Insurance Companies, in
an interview on the subject, made the astonishing statement that one reason why
o many applicants for insurance are rejected is because kidney trouble is so
common to the American people, and the
large majority-- of those whose applications are declined do not even suspect
that they have the disease. It is on sale
at all drug stores in bottles of two sizes,
medium and large.
However, if you wish first to test this
great preparation send ten cents to Dr.
Kilmer & Co., Binghamton, N. Y., for a
ample bttle. When writing be sure and
mention this paper. Adv.
.
Women Worker "Make Good."
The Women's Industrial League of
Great Britain asked 5,000 firms for a
statement of their experience with
women as industrial workers. Nearly
1,500 replies were received from companies whose experience had been encouraging enough for them to retain
women In their employ and In many
concerns to increuse the number.

Hall's Catarrh Medicine

Those who are In a "run down" ccidl-tlo- n
will notice that Catarrh
them much more than when they bothers
In
good health. This fact proves that are
while
Catarrh Is a local disease. It la greatly
VjHlie.need by constitutional
conditions
HALL'S CATARRH MEDICINE
is a
Uonlc and Blood Purifier, and acts through
the bla?d upon the mucous surfaces of
the bor, thus reducing the Inflammation
and restoring normal conditions.
All druggists. Circulars free.
F. J. Cheney & Co., Toledo, Ohio.

Question of Speed.
"Has the automobile revolutionized
farm life?"
"It certainly has," replied Mr. Cobbles, with a sigh.
"It has made farm work easier to
do, I suppose."
"Yes. but harder to get done. After
a hired man has discovered he can
travel 50 miles an hour In a flivver
you can't convince him that driving a
tractor bears any resemblance to a
Joy ride." Birmingham
Age-Heral-

Watch Cuticura Improve Your 8kln.
gently smear
the fuce with Cuticura Ointment.
Wash off Ointment In five minutes
with Cuticura Soap and hot water. It
is wonderful sometimes what Cuticura
will do for poor complexions, dandruff,
Itching and red rough hands. Adv.
On rising and retiring

How About Tiresome?

A brave, but frightened, mother at
a city dispensary was persoaded to
send her little boy, wtio was sick with
scarlet fever, to the hospital. The
mother was new to the town and was
worried because her son would be
away from her. The soclai worker
who had done most of the persuading,
therefore, was a little uneasy and
made haste to call on the mother to
assure herself that all was well.
"How is Teddy she asked, a little
anxiously.
"Thank you. Teddy is getting wall,
I guess, but I haven't seen him yet
Be la still In the tedious ward,"

r
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In all dilemmas of his adventurous
Ife Hamsun was homesick. When he
landed at Copenhagen he was without
money or friends.
Disgusted with
life, he hid In a garret to starve himself to death.
His sketch "Hunger" was the offspring of the struggle between voluntary start atlon and the Instinct of
that could not be
conquered by the longing for the
"great unknown." When printed la
I
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Any man or woman who keep
Sloan's handy will tell you

that same thing

-

those frequently
17 SPECIALLY
attacked by rheumatic twinges.

Danish newspaper, "Hunger" placed
uamsun in the first rank of Scandi
navian authors.
His novel of the
same title, "Hunger." made him world
famous. The masterly and impressive analysis of the human soul in
"Hunger" is characteristic of all of
"umsun's writings.
His great success and fame not
wunstanding,
Knut Hamsun
con
tinues to live a solitary life; he did
not care for honors. When his fiftieth birthday was celebrated throughout Norway and the Norwegians
rhapsodized Over him nn tha "orron f aat
living poet," Hamsun retired to a hut
in tne rorest
near GulbrandstaL
When he had reason to assume that
his admirers would find hlra there he
went further north to the Hamsun
farm, where he lived when a little
child. From there he Issued his energetic "Honor to the Young," coming
out for youth against age, in defiance
of the accepted theory of the superiority of the old.
That he himself had not aged he
proved by his novel, "A Wanderer
Plnys With the Sardine."
Subsequently he wrote the wonderful satire
of the drama, "Gotten by the Devil,"
which showed that the high quality
of his own dramatic creations was
not adversely influenced by his contempt of dramatic art and technique.
His other drama the trilogy "At the
Door of the Wealthy," "Queen
(his best drama), and "Munken
Vendt" (an impressive picture of the
life of a debauched theologian) Is
powerful.
Still better are namsun's novels,
among them "Mysteries," "Editor
Lange" and the love story "Pan." All
these writings are a stranee
of rude realism, dreamy mysticism
uuu impulsive sentiment. On the one
hand Hamsun lets loose the reins of
phantasy and introduces us to a
world of wonderfully dear dreams;
on the other hand, he Is a cold critic
of the human soul, who exposes the
weak side of modern life with penetrating Intellect
It Is said that 65,000,000 pages of
namsun's work have appeared In 23
languages, but It s safe to say that
the average well-ieaAmerican had
never heard of him. In short, the
award comes as a distinct shock.. By
what mischance all these years has
he overlooked the Norwegian writer's
name suddenly to be humiliated by his
own ignorance? If he subjects to examination his acquaintances who have
earned the reputation of being explorers In the world of books. It may be
some consolation to find that thev
no better Informed about Hamsun and
bis works. Have American publishers
done their duty to a country
forests are rapidly being depleted In
the cause of literature Id slighting an
author held worthy by the Stockholm
Jury of signal honors?
In. former years when the Nnhoi
were announced there
was no such cause for
At least It was reassuring: to knnv
that they were persons of world-wid- e
renown, however widely read. Rnii..
Prudhomrne,
Mommsen,
Biornoon
Mistral, Echegaray, Stenklewlcs, Car-ducKipling, Paul von Heyse, Maeterlinck, and tl. rest whether RVanh
GerraaD.'. Norwegian, Spanish.' Polish,
Italian, English, or Belgian, for the
occasion needed no Introduction, tkm
in 1016 came the crowning of Verner
Ta-mar- a"

d

h,

prize-winne-
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Heldenstara, the Swede, and after a
gap of three years it Is now the turn
of Knut Hamsun, the Norwegian. Evidently If Americans are to keep up
with the times they must pay more
attention to the Scandinavian
or put the translators to work.
It Is no Impeachment of the Judges
or the prize-winnthat Hamsun's
fame should have been so long In
crossing the Atlantic, although his romance, "Hunger," was published as
long ago as 1888. The Nobel prize,
under the terms of the founder,' is to
be given annually "to the person who
shall have produced the greatest work,
In the ideal sense, In the world of letters." The names are apparently those
of authors with a wide continental reputation rather than those most esteemed bv their own compatriots.
Hamsun Is evidently a born writer.
Perhaps his boyhood in the Far North
helped to make him a writer, poet and
dreamer. The long arctic nights may
have brought out the hereditary trait.
For such a nature as his Is described,
"paradoxical and rebellious as it is
poetic and picturesque," seems necessarily the final fruit of powerful hereditary tendencies, and his peasant
forbears are said to have been marked
out from their neighbors at least once
in each generation by an artistic
tendency that made of them skilled
craftsmen.
At any rate, from the
time he learned to make his letters
he was striving at literary creation.
and when at seventeen he consented
to be apprenticed to a shoemaker It
was In order that he might earn the
money to have printed at his own expense his first two complete works,
a short novel and a long poem.
The next use he made of his nn- prentlceshlp was to Jump the Job with
some more savings and go to Chrls-tlaniwhere he hoped to work his
way through the university.
But
in that hope he failed. There were
two reasons for this failure.
The
more Important was that he had
honed to nav for his lectures hv sell.
Ing stuff to the Christlanla publishers
of newspapers and periodicals and
he couldn't do It They Old not want
his poetry, bis fiction or Ills essnvs.
This failure produced the second reason why he could not remain at the
university. He became either an un
bearable nuisance to his fellow stu
dents or the butt of their Jibes. They
did not understand him and be made
no effort to be understood. So he
left the university and came to
a,

Hamsun, like other irenlusea. w
apparently born to be misunderstood.
Anyway, "Shallow Soil," published In
1SU3, was tne result or Hamsun's life
among the Bohemians of Chrlstlnnln
after his street car experience in Chi
cago.
It does not seem to have been
a pleasant period in his life.
Evidently he was no better understood
or liked by the bohemlnns than he
had been by the students at the university a dozen years before. Hum.
sun took his revenge by his violent
attack on the bohemlans in "Shal
low Soil." The same life has been de
scribed by Strlndberg in a much more
way.
Hamsun's career and final inivMi
seem to point anew the moral that it
Is hard to keep a good man down. n
bad a hard life, and success seemed a
mere ignis fatuus. but he kept en
trying.

A
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ment scatters the congestion and
without rubbing to the afflicted
part, soon relieving the ache and pain.
pen-tra-
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for reducing and finally eliminating the
pains and aches of lumbago, neuralgia,
muscle strain, joint stiffness, sprains,
bruises, and the results of exposure.
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healthy odor that it will doBLiiituiaring.
you Jood I
--"u
b ummeni is sola Dy ail drug
gists 35c, 70c, $1.40.

Liniment9
80 Years Old
Was Sick

Now Feels Yound Aftei

Taking Eatonic for

Sour Stomach

"I had sour stomach ever since I had
the grip and It bothered me badlj
Have taken Eatonic only a week and
am much better.
Am 80 years old,"
lays Mrs. John Hill.
Eatonic quickly relieves sour ton
ich, indigestion, heartburn, bloating
and distress after eating because 11
takes up and carries out the excess
acidity and gases which cause most
Jtomach ailments. If you have "tried
everything" and still suffer, do not give,
tip hope. Eatonic has brought relief to
tens of thousands like you. A big bos
costs but a trifle with your druggist's
guarantee.

SLOW
DEATH
Aches, pains, nervousness, difficulty in urinating, often mean
serious disorders. The world's
standard remedy for kidney, liver,
bladder and uric acid troubles r

GOLD MEDAL
bring qnlck relief and often ward 08
deadly diseases. Known as the national
remedy of Holland for more than 209
years.
AU draggista, in three sIms,
CoM Madal aa arary baa)
Leak for tha H
aad accapt aa imitatioa

Way to Reach Catarrh.

llyomei's
medication ll
the only sensible and safe way oi
treating catarrh. Goes right to th
spot. Breathed through the nose and
mouth. Guaranteed satisfaction oi
money refunded. Sold by all druggists.
germ-killin-

g

Girlo! Girls!!

Clear Your Slrin
With Cuticura
Sasa 2Sc, (Mabaeat 25

us 54c,

Talcaa 25c
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Sure

Goat With Cape
Over the Back

Relief
6

Dell-am- s

Hot water
Sure Relief

RE

Appearance.

INDIGESTION
MANY

LONG

WINTER

JACKETS

self out to call nttentlon to his reThere Is much to be said for coats
markable development. What kind of with
cape backs other than that they
a nut Is he?"
aro exceedingly fashionable, observes
chest-nut."
guess
he must be a
"I
a prominent fashion correspondent.
They have the grace of a cape without
Wise.
any of Its Impractical features. There
BIx I have a cnpltal Idea.
Is the comfort of a good, substantial
Dlx You can't use my capital.
long coat combined with the artistic
Boston Transcript.
outline of the flowing cloak...
That the cape Is never really absent from fushlons proves that It
must have some
great
staying
power. There Is some reason for
women's always wanting It for It Is
always finding a ready acceptance.
What can this reason be other than
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medicine.

At your druggists,
a bottle,

Tor CGldgsmdCoughs

DnKhigls!
XNewxiscoverv
Stubborn Bowels Tamed

Leaving the system uncleaned, clogged
bowels unmoved, results in health de-

struction. Let the gently stimulating
Dr. King's Pills bring to you a regular,
normal bowel and liver functioning.
Same old price, 25c. All druggists.
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Brings More Years
of Usefulness
l&m whose occupations art confining;
who mrm overburdened with butl-dc- ii
cares; who icom the waning of
their mental and physical power,
mtjr forestall an early decline and
add years of usefulness to their lives
by the proper and consistent use of
FORCB.
Women, likewise, who find social and
household duties sapping; their nervous energy and physical strength:
robbing them of youth, beauty and
pleasure In existence, will discover
In FORCE a worthy aid to renewed
health and greater Interest in Ufa.
FORCE fs soa by itUabk dru$$is

Velours de Laine Coat
Trimmed With Bands of Royal Blue
Velvet

Navy

Blue

We may prate
Its feminine grace?
at length upon the practical In
dress,
but the practical
minus
beauty and artistic appeal never
finds real favor.
The cape has considerable romantic and historical background. This
probably bears' a subconscious Influence In Its favor. Coming down to
the purely practical, a coat is made
Otryufham Equally good of
much warmer by a cape falling over
tntn, wormn and childrtn.
the back, but I cannot say that this
"It Make for Strength"
has anything to do with Its hold on
Bole Manufacturer,
fashions.
Union Pharmacol Company
New York
Kansas City
It can be claimed, however, that Its
youthfulness does fhuch for It. Certainly a- - coat of this type gives Its
wearer a much younger and less staid
Have
appearance than the
practical topcoat, which put the finishing touches In more ways than one
costume,
open to responsible man who can de- on a perfectly
posit $2,000 cash, pays $50 per week for, ho matter how smart one's dress
salary and all expenses; or deposit and hat nifght be, the effect was lost
$1,000 cash, paying $40 per week sal- through the addition of a prosy lookary and all expenses handling Tucker ing coat.
Bros, road picture shows, playing In Where Parialenne and American Agree
It may safely be said that the cape
Oklahoma, Texas and Arkansas towns;
deposit secured and guaranteed; coat Is one of this winter's greatest
money can be withdrawn on two
weeks notice. Tucker Bros. Amusement Co., 306 W. Reno St., Oklahoma
City. Tli. M. 5020.
The other coat, Inspired by the dress
ages, Is developed in
Want I'd Live Agents. Absolutely legitimate of the middle
proposition.
Easy sales, good prollts.
All black duvetyn, which makes a very
kinds HuHlery selling half store prices. Very smart topcoat.
It is embroidered in
suitable oe gifts. Send $1 six pairs, samples,
The
postpaid. Fine for church organisations Jade green and Jet paillettes.
raising money. Apply today. No trlners deIs most
sired. Direct Hosiery Mills, GibaonvUle, N. C. use 'of paillettes this season
pronounced, this form of trimming beHOW TO TAN I1IDKN. Furs and Skins.
large majority of
Anyone can do the work by ing featured by a,
Moth proof.
following my Instructions. Tan Book sent
Preference
the leading dressmakers.
postpaid to any aririreaa on receipt of one Is given to black paillettes, Jet bugles
C. W. I.KWIH, CLAKKNDOX, TEX.
dollar.
and Jet beads, but colors, too, are
KVKKY AMKKICAN CITIZEN
owns rights in U. 8. Uovernment Oil Lands
often features, such as royal blue,
Will you sell yours. HAI.L, 639 Guarantee durk green, brown and white.
Building: ATLANTIC CITY, N. J.
Evening wraps are very lovely.
t03 Acres, Arkansas I 110 aorea apple orchard, 14 years; 11 room residence.
Many of them are In cape form and
Price
$oo,000.
W. II. MILI.r.K, Waverly, Ho.
are made of brilliant colored velvets,
by Dr. Bm't
fur trimmed. These capes are straight
FRECKLES
cut and wrap the figure closely, there
being very little fullness. There are
a few capes cut to follow closely the
lines of the figure. This sort of cape
la annoying and harmful. Krlicve throat
irritation, tickling and get rid of coughs,
clips the shoulders like a coat and
colds aud hoarseness at ones by taking
hangs perfectly straight with no fullness whatever.
suits
A large number of three-piec- e
have long coats that might almost be
worn as a separate wrap. Indeed, so
mnnv of the winter jackets era long
W. N. U., Oklahoma City, No.

Very

Attractive Proposition

good-lookin- g

For Infants and Children.

r.Iothers Know That

Premat Is gray velours de Inlne, and
the lining, which Is satin, exactly
matches the cloth In color. This coat
has practically two capes, as the large
collar forms a short shoulder enpe at
the back. The large cape extends In
a point at the back. It falls to within six or eight Inches from the bottom of the coat.
Another model shows the short capo
which Jenny hangs from the top of
high muffling collars of fur attached
In this Instance the
to suit jackets.
cape Is of blue serge, while the collar Is
of seal. This cape covers the back
only.
It does not extend over the
shoulders, as many do.
A coat from Lanvln features the
long cape back which Is almost the
entire length of the coat. A soft shade
of gray duvetyn was chosen for this
There are trimming bands
model.
of green applique embroidery down
both aides of the front, also) deep
bands of the embroidery on the full
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Suit.
The plaited cape back, almost In"
the form of a panel, Is novel but not
likely to find the favor that the plain
cape backs have. Some of the best
French makers feature the cape back
1
X
of fur, not only on long coats but on
short box coats, making these cape
backs the same length as tne coat itself.
The cape back effect on suits Is
One very atalso a noted feature.
Exact Copy of Wrapper.
THC CCKTAUn COMPANY, NEW YORK CITY.
tractive model of blue serge has a
high moleskin collar, from the back
of which bangs a cape reaching to
Just below the waistline, while the
actual Jacket, of box cut, falls straight
When You
Will Tone
to the hlpllne and Is embroidered
around the hem with gold and royal
Feel Shaky
You Up.
blue threads. The coat fastens with
two buttons Just below the high fur
II not sold by your druggist, write ARTHUR PETER & CO.. LOUISVILLE, KY.
collar, and again with two buttons at
the bottom.
Smoke Up.
Sfldom Is.
Another Interesting model Is of to"Why do you call your new cigar tha
"I like a book where everything
bacco brown duvetyn, with the cape
back cut in one with the sleeves. This turns out happily." "I wish that were Spark Plug?"
"Perfect Ignition."
cape Is edged with a
band true of the cook book."
of applique
embroidery, the' embroidery again appearing down the
sides of the coat Itself.
Heritage of the Middle Ages.
A Second type of topcoat Is that In
which the moyen-ag- e
effect Is carried
out These are of long, straight cut
sometimes with a bodice part banging
straight to Just above the knees.
This very
effect wlto
the upper part of the garment hanging straight, appears to be one of the
FOR
AND
essential features of this winter's
Coughs
Colds,
Grippe
La
clothes. It has not been carried- out
however, In such a marked way In
Neglected Colds are Dangerous
coots, as the means of embodying it
Take no chances. Keep this standard remedy handy for the first sneeze.
In a coat presented considerable diffRelieves
iculty.
Breaks up a cold In 24 hours
It was thought at first that
Grippe in 3 days Excellent for Headache
what was suitable for a dress was
not always adaptable In a coat. Now
Quinine in this form does not affect the head Cascara is best Tonic
Laxative No Opiate in Hill's.
that coats have become so close akin
to frocks, the characteristics of one
belong quite as much to the other.
One French coat shows a full flounce
gathered to the upper portion at this
point, thus forming the lower part of
the coat. The flounce Is cut at Intervals In fishbone shape to show velvet
underneath, the coat Itself being of
cloth.
The long coats shown by Jenny are
of straight cut and In most Instances
have the belt, or semblance of a belt,
placed at a low waistline.
This model Is developed In navy blue
velours de Inlne trimmed with bands
of royal velvet down the right side
to the edge of the coat, forming the
Bra helping their husbands to nrosner are elad
belt, deep cuffs and high muffling colthey encouraged them to eo where thev could make a home of their '
save Davincr rent and rerlurA rnnt at livinir whr thou
Own
lar. The ornament and tassel, used
could reach prosperity and independence by buying on easy terms
on one side of the coat only, are of
royal blue silk.
land similar to that which throush many years has yielded from 10
o 49 bushala of wheat to the acre. Hundreds of farmers in Western
crops

For Malarial Fevers and a General Tonic

two-Inc-

h

Kill. That Cold With
r&;r a da 1W QUININE

long-walste- d

ALL DRUGGISTS SELL IT

I
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Fertile Land at $15 to $30 an Acre

Paillettes Grow in Favor

Coughing

i

Thirty Years

T ALWAYS keep Dr. King'sNew
I Discovery handy. It breaks up
hard, stubborn colda and stops
toe paroxysms of coughing." 'No
harmful drugs, but just good
60c and ?1.20

Mi

Bill

sleeve.
Cape Back Effects Feature

fix my cold
,

JSV

It Is much favored by
Garment Gives the Wearer Much successes.
both the Parlslenne and the AmeriYounger and Less Staid
can. A most Interesting cape from

LL-A-MS

His Species.
"That follow Is always swelling him-

I

Canada have raised
m a sinttle season worth more than the whola
cost of their land. Wiih such crop9 come prosperity, independence, good
Domes, and all the comforts and conveniences which make fur happy living.

that

It seems hardly worth while to
call nttentlon to their Increased
length. One of the very popular modr
els shows a
length
The suit Is develJacket.
oped In nnvy blue duvetyn with peasant embroideries In red and brown
with touches of fur.
three-quarte-

seml-blousl-

Slippers Match Frock.
There Is an Increasing tendency by
the, smartly dressed woman to wear
for evening a brocade slipper that
matches her frock. This Is the one
occasion when a really high heel may
be Indulged In.
Fringed Sweaters.
Fringed sweaters are worn by some
well dressed women. They show fringe
around the lower edge end sometimes
around the sleeve and collar as well.
Combining

Farm Gardens

Colors.

The fashion for combining colors,
even startllngly different colors, offers
many suggestions of the utmost utility
and charm.

Poultry

Dairying:

are source of income second only to grain growing and stock raisins,.
chools, rural telephone, etc., aive you the JZr.l'-Jopportunities of a new land with the con'
Veniences ot old settled districts.

For Illustrated literature, maps, description of
in niHiutooa, SHuaatotiewan,
reduced railway ratea, etc., writs
Department of liuiuiaratioD, Ottawa. Can., or
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We ought to have our first clean-uwithin ninety days."
Gosh, but you're In a hurry," Billy
murmured. He disliked exceedingly
the thought of having his courtship
Interrupted on a minute's notice.
You know me, son. I'm a hustler
on the Job," Webster reminded him
brutally ; "so the sooner you start, the
By PETER D. KYNE
sooner you can get back and accumulate more malaria. What accommoda
tions have you up there?"
Author of "Cppy Ricks," "The V.Iley of the Giant," Etc
"None, Jack."
Copyright by p,tar B. ICrn.
"Wen you had better get some,
BUly. V think you told me we have
to takb horses at San Miguel de
to the mine." Billy
swung the train In Death valley last month, Mr. Padua to ride In you
Don Juan Cafetero
nodded.
"Then
had better buy a
launch and headed back for the city. Webster."
"TOO OLDI"
tent and bedding for both of us, ship
At Leber's little dock Billy stepped
Webster Shook his head slowly, as If the stuff up to San
Miguel
Padua,
ashore, while Don Juan backed out Into mystified. "I fear you're mlstcken, go up with It and engage de
John Stuart Webster, mining- enhorses, a
gineer, boards a train In Death
the dark bay again In order to avoid Miss Ruey. I wasn't on the train In good cook, and a couple of reliable
Valley, California, on his way back
Inquisitive visitors. Billy hastened to Death valley last month. I was In mozos.
to civilization after cleaning up
When you have everything
El Buen Anilgo and returned presently Denver so you must have met some ready
$100,000. lie looks like a hobo. Then
telegraph me and I'll come up."
with a bundle of clothes; at an agreed other Mr. Webster."
he rescues a distressed lady, who
"Why can't you come up with me?"
makes hla heart flop over. He
signal Don Juan kicked the launch Into
She flushed furiously.
"I didn't Billy demanded.
She
eliminates the offending man.
again
Billy
went
anthe
dock
and
aboard.
think I could be mistaken," she
Is Dol ires Huey. In Denver he la
"I have to see a man, and write
"Hat, shirt, necktie, duck suit, white swered a trifle coldly.
lob by a
offer? a
some letters and send a cablegram
socks and shoes," he whispered. "Climb
capitalist friend, Edward J. JeIs my misfortune that you were,"
"It
and wait for an answer. I may have
rome. He receives a delayed letter
Into them, stranger."
be replied graciously. "Certainly, had to loaf around here for two or three
from his own particular pal, Billy
Once
more
In
out
launch
the
backed
we met at that time, I should not have
Geary, asking him to finance a
the bay, where Webster's protege failed to recognize you now. Some days. By the way, what did you do
g
proposition In Central
y
fifty-fiftwith
dressed at bis leisure, and Billy band- how, Miss Ruey, I never have any for that friend I sent to you with the
America and go
letter of Introduction?"
him on the profits. 60 he starts
ed Don Juan n couple of pesos.
luck."
"Exactly what you told me to do,
for Sobrante.
Jerome goes with
"Remember,
John,"
he
cautioned
the
outgeneraled.
completely
was
She
John to the depot. They meet the
Johnny."
up
bibulous
they
as
one
tied
for
"having
the and
distressed lady on her way to the
the good sense to realize It,
"Where Is he now?"
same train. John tells Jerome the
night, "nothing unusual happened to- submitted gracefully. "He's perfectly
"At El Buen Amlgo the same place
whole Btory. Jerome secretly sees
night"
horrible." she told herself, "but at least where I'm living."
the girl, offering her $10,000 If she
"DIvll a thing, MIsther Geary. he can He like a gentleman and I alInduces John to take his Job inside
"All right When you get back to
Thank you, sor," the Gaelic wreck re- ways did like that kind of man."
of ninety days. The girl accepts.
your hostelry, you might tell my
The scene now shifts to Buenavenplied blithely and disappeared In the
So they chatted on the veranda until friend I shall expect htm over to dine
tura, Sobrante, where Geary has
darkness, leaving Billy to guide the luncheon was announced and Dolores with me this evening, If be can manexisted for two months on credit
I
stranger to El Buen Am go, where he left them to go to her room.
age It"
extended by Mother Jenks, keeper
was taken Into the confidence of Mothof a hotel and dramshop. Dolores
"Well?" Billy queried the moment
For an hour they discussed various
cables Henrietta Wllklns (Mother
er Jenks and, on Billy's guarantee of she was out of earshot "What do you subjects!
then Billy, declaring the
Jenks) that she 1b on her way to
room think, Johnny?"
a
the
with
board
furnished
bin,
siesta was almost over and the shops
visit her. Mother Jenks has been
and left to his own devices.
educating
Dolores, who Is the
"I think," said John Stuert Webster, reopening as a consequence,, andaughter of former President Ruey
slowly,
"that you're a good picker, BI1L nounced his Intention of doing his
of Sobrante, deposed and executed
John Stuart Webster came down the She's my Ideal of a fine young woman, shopping, said good-by- e
to Dolores and
by President Snrros. Mother Jenks
gangplank into Leber's launch bard at and my advice to you Is to marry ber, Webster, and lugubriously . departed
doesn't want Dolores to find out
the heels of the port doctor.
So
she is no longer respectable.
you. BUI, this stiff col on the business in hand.
I'll grub-stak- e
Billy meets the steamer and tries
"You young horse thief," be cried, lar Is choking me; I wish you'd wait
"Why are you In such a hurry, Mr.
to turn the girl back. But Dolores
affectionately. "I believe It's the cus- here while I go to my room and rustle Webster?" Dolores demanded, "You
lands and salutes Mother Jenks as
tom down this way for men to kiss up a soft one."
haven't been In Buenaventura six
"Mother." Billy promptly falls In
love with Dolores.
each other. We'll dispense with that,
Webster In
In the privacy of his room John hours until you've managed to make
New Orleans secures a stateroom
paterbut
He folded Billy in a
Stuart Webster sat down on his bed me perfectly miserable."
on La Estrelllta by buying a ticket
nal embrace, then held him at arm's and held his bead In his hands, for he
"I'm terribly sorry. I didn't mean
for a mythical valet, "Andrew
length and looked him over.
Bowers." In New Orleans Webster
had Just received a blow In the solar to."
saves & young man from assassi"Lord, son," be said, "you're as thin plexus and was still groggy. Present
"Didn't you know Billy Geary Is my
nation. On the steamer he finds
you up."
as
a
to
snake.
feed
I'll
property?"
have
personal
ly,
pulled
however,
together
he
himself
the mythical valet In hla stateroom.
As they sped toward the landing, be and approaching the mirror looked
"No, but I suspected he might be.
He accepts "Bowers" on trust,
without learning his Identity,
looked. Billy over once more. "I have long at his weather-beatecounte Bill's generous that way. He never
It," he declared. "You need a change nance.
hesitates to give himself to a charm'
of climate to get rid of that malaria.
"Too old," he murmured, "too old to lng woman."
CHAPTER IX Continued.
Just show me this little old mining be dreaming dreams."
"This was a case of mutual
claim of yours, Bill, and then hike for
Billy hasn't any standing sochanged to a soft collar, and
He
While he was considering the mat- God's country. Three months up there
cially, you know. When old Mrs. Gen
to
patio
descended
to
be
when
the
Join
ter, a voice behind hlra said very soft- will put you right again, and by the Billy once more he was, to
all outward eral Maldonado lectured me (the
ly ond Indistinctly, like a man with a time you get back, we'll be about ready appearances,
dear, aristocratic soul conceived It to
unperturbed
his
usual
Imrellp:
to weigh the first cleanup."
of
for his was one of those rare na be her duty) on the Impropriety Billy
"Mr. Geary, will you be good enough
Billy shook, his head. "I'd like to self,
appearing on the Malecon with
can
a
derive
certain
tures
that
comfort
to be
to back your launch a couple of hun- mighty well, Jack," he replied, "but I from the misery of
and and my guardian, who happens
dred feet? When I'm certain I can't Just can t."
Billy's landlady, I tried to explain our
In
five
In
alone
room
minutes
his
that
bo seen from the steamer, I'll come
"Huh I I suppose you don't think I'm John Stuart Webster had wrestled American brand of democracy, but
equal to the task of straightening out with the
aboard."
failed. So I haven't been Invited
tragedy of his life and won.
been
Billy turned, and In the dim light of this concession of yours and making a
He had resolved to give Billy the where since, and life would have been
his binnacle lamp observed a beautiful hummer out of It, eh?"
right of way on the highway to happi- very dull without BUly. He has mm
pair of white hands grasping the gunThe young fellow looked across at ness.
a deai? and you have taken
away."
wale on the starboard .quarter. lie him sheepishly. "Mine?" he Jeered.
peered over and made out the head "Who's talking about a mine. I'm
Webster laughed. "Well, be paIn Mr. Webster's own whimsical
thinking of a girl!"
and shoulders of a man.
Miss Ruey, and I'll give hlra
tient,
phraseology, his clock had been faced,
you with considerable more
"Oh I"
"All right,"'he replied In a low voice.
to
back
on the instant he recognized In the ob"Hang where you are, and you'll be
money than he will require for your
"Some girl, Johnny."
ject
his youthful partner's adoration
of
"I hope she's not some pa'rrakeet," the same winsome woman he had en- Joint comfort Billy In financial dis
clear of the propeller."
He signaled Don Juan, who backed Webster bantered. "Have you looked throned In his own secret castle of tress is a Joy forever, but tsniy in a
and a frock coat on the sunny
swiftly away, while Billy doused the up her pedigree?"
love. From that precise second Billy's toD bat
"Ah-h-Easy street will be absolutely
of
side
I" Billy spat over the side tn preserve
binnacle lamp.
was as safe from encroach"That'll do," the thick voice raid sheer disgust "This Is an American ment by his friend as would be a bate Irresistible."
presently. "Bear a hand, friend, and girl born here, but white raised in of Confederate currency In an armor-Ste"ne's a darling. Ever since my ar
he has dedicated his life to keeprival
the U. S. A. I've only known her
I'll climb over."
vault on the
me
amused." She rose. "Despite
ing
He came, as naked as Mercury, three weeks, but ah I"
level of a water-fillemine.
wickedness, Mr. Webster, I am
your
sprawled on his belly In the cockpit,
"Well, I'm glad I find you so happy,
John Stuart Webster had unanimously
opened his mouth, spat out a compact boy. When do you pull off the wed resolved upon the course he should have going to be good to you. BUly and 1
five o'clock tea here In
little roll of tinfoil, opened it and drew ding?"
pursued In the first place. He would always have
"Oh," said Billy, "that's premature, Investigate Billy's mining concession the veranda. Would you care to come
out a ball of paper which be flattened
V
out on the floor of the cockpit nnd Jack. I haven't asked her. How Immediately; provided It should prove to my
"Nothing could give me greater
handed to Billy.
could I until I'm able to support her?" Worth while, be would finance It and
"Look here, son," Webster replied, put the property on a paying basis; pleasure." he assured ber.
"Thank you," he said, very courteousShe nodded brightly to him. "I'm
ly and distinctly now. "My creden- "don't you go to work and be the kind after which be would see to It that
of fool I was. You get married and the very best doctors In the city of going to run up to my room and put
tials, Mr. Geary, If you please."
exBilly relighted the lamp and read:
take a chance. A man ought to marry Buenaventura should Inform Billy, un- some powder on my nose," she
plained.
young,
the'
Bill.
Hang
odds.
I know officially and In the strictest confi"Dear Billy :
"But youH return before five
"I do not know the bearer from what's good for you,"
dence, that if be desired to preserve
was amazed to bear
At the hotel BUly sent a note to the life of Senor Juan Webstalre be o'clock?" Webster
Adam's off ox; ell I know about him
plead.
(s that be has all the outward marks Dolores, apprising her that John Should forthwith pack that rapidly dis- himself
"You do- not deserve such consideraof a gentleman, the courage of a bear- Stuart Webster bad arrived and integrating person off to a more salu- tion, but I'll come back In about
good
enough to receive brious climate.
cat, a sense of humor and a head for would she be
twenty minutes," she answered and
Having made his decision, John left him.
which the presldente of Sobrante will them?
Miss Euey would be that gracious. Stuart Webster Immediately took heart
gladly pay a considerable number of
As Webster viewed the situation, his
pesos oro. Don't give up the head, be- She was waiting for them In the veran- of hope and decided to lead trumps. decision to see as little as possible of
Dolores rejoined them for a elesta Dolores during bis brief stay In
cause I like It and we do not need the da Just oft the patio, outwardly calm.
money yet. Take him ashore with but Inwardly a foment of conflicting after luncheon.
Sobrante was a wise one. The less he
Webster leaned over, and slapped saw of ber (he told himself), the betout anybody knowlug It; hide hlin. emotions. As they approached she af
clothe him, feed him then forget all fected not to see them and turning, Billy Geary's knees affectionately.
ter for bis peace of mind, for he was
glanced In the opposite direction; nor
old forty years old, and he had never
"Well, Bill, you saffron-colore- d
"Ever thine,
about him.
did she move her head until Billy' 'wreck, how long do you suppose It loved before. For him this fever that
"J. S. WEBSTER."
will take for you to pick up enough burned In bis blood, this delicious
"Kick the boat ahead again, Caffer- - voice, speaking at her elbow, said :
"Well. IVIores, here's my old Jack strength and courage to do some ac- agony that throbbed In bis heart and
ty," Billy ordered quietly. He turned
to the late arrival. "Mr. Man, your partner waiting to be Introduced. tive mining? I'm. anxious to get that all on the very ghost of provocation
order, Jack, permit me to present Miss Do property on a paying basis, so I can were so many danger-signalheralds
credentials are all In apple-pi- e
get out of the country."
Do you happen to know that this bay lores Ruey.';
of that grand passion which, coming
g
"Why, Johnny," the amazed Billy to a man of forty, generally lasts him
She turned her face and rose .
sharks?"
la swarming with
The man raised a Mne, strong, youth' clously, marking with secret triumph declared, "I thought you would stay the remainder of his natural existence.
ful face and grinned at him. "Hob- - the light of recognition that leaped to and help run the mine."
e
"Indeed I Well, why do you
Webster was forced- to admit he was
son's choice, Mr. Geary." he replied. his eyes hovered there the hundredth
spent so much time teaching afraid of himself His was the rapidly
"Afloat or ashore, the sharks are after part of a second and departed, leaving
I
He those keen, quizzical blue orbs apprais- you how to run a mine, you. young disappearing code of the old unfetterme. Sir, I am your debtor."
crawled Into the cabin and stretched ing her In the most natural manner Im Idiot, If not against Just such a time ed West, that a man shall never beas this? You, found this concession tray bis friend la thought, word; or
out od the settee as John Stuart Web- aginable. Webster bowed.
"It Is a treat happlneaa to meet you. and. tied It op ; I'M finance. It and help deed. To John Stuart Webster any
ster's voice came floating across the
you get everything, started ; but after crime against friendship was the most
Miss Ruey," ha said gravely.
dark waters.
Dolores gave hlra her band. Ton that, I'm, through, and, you, can man- heinous In all the calendar of human
"Everything well with you, BlllyT
"All l lovely. Jack, and the goose have doubtless forgotten, Mr. Webster, age. It on, salary and name the salary frailty ; even to dream of slipping Into
yourself. ' Yon. have. a. greater Inter- Billy's shoes, now would be monstrous;
tonka n'gh. By the way, that friend but I think we have met before."
est tn this, country., than I, William 5 yet Webster knew he could not afford
I"
John
yours
"Indeed
murWebster
his
Intro
Stuart
called
with
of
letter
of
mured interestedly. "So stupid ot ma and so with your kind, permission a test of strength between his ancient
duction. I took care of hlra,"
"Thanks. I suppose you'll call for not to. remember. Where did wa meet?" well hike,, tip to that concession, to friendship, for BUly and the masculine
me In that launch tomorrow morning?"
"n has a profound sense of hu morrow, and, gtve It, the, doublerO desire, for a perfect mate. Remained
"He's going to then, ir I can O. k. tne property, we n then but one, courses,
"Surit thing you know, Jack, Good-elg- mor," she soliloquised,
I'm cable for the machinery I ordered just
force ma Into tja open. Oh,
"I must run like a road runner,"
oM lop."
helpless." Aloud she said! "On the before I left Denver, and gxA bury, was the way Webster expressed it
"Gxi nlIit Billy."
p
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CHAPTER X.
Dolores had been gone en hour
Webster roiiBed from his bitter
Introspection sufficiently to glance at
his watch. "Uum-m-ml- "
be grunted
disapprovingly.
"Oh, I've been here fully half an
hour," Dolores' voice assured him.
He turned guiltily and found her leaning against the Jamb In a doorway behind him and farther down the Veranda. She was gazing at him with
that calm. Impersonal yet vitally Interested glance that had so captivated
him the first time he saw her. "Are
you quite finished talking to yourself
and fighting Imaginary enemies? If
so, you might talk to me for a change ;
I'll even disagree with you on any
subject. If opposition will make you
any happier."
He rose and Indicated the chair.
"Please sit down, Miss Ruey. You are
conaltogether
disconcerting too
foundedly smart I fear I'm going to
be afraid of you until I know you better."
She shrugged adorably and took the
proffered chair. "That's the Latin In
her that shrug." Webster thought "I
wonder what other mixtures go to
make up that perfect whole."
Aloud he said: "So you wanted to
study me In repose? Why waste your
time? I am never In repose."
"Feminine curiosity, Mr. Webster.
BUly has talked so much of you
that I wanted to see If you measured
up to the specifications. Just let me
have your hand, and I'll tell you all
about yourself."
"Is there any charge?"
"Yes, a nominal one
However, I
guarantee a truthful reading; if, when
I am through, you are not wholly satisfied, you do not have to pay the
price. Is that a satisfactory arrangement?"
"Right as a fox," be declared, and
held out his great calloused hand. He,
thrilled as she took It In both of hers,
so soft and beautiful, and flattened It
out, palm upward,, on her knee. "A
fine, large, useful hand," she commented musingly. "The callouses Indicate
recent hard manual toll with a pick
and shovel ; despite your recent efforts
with soap and brush and pumice-stonthere still remain evidence of some "
foreign, matter Ingrained In those cal- lous spots. This line Indicates that
you are very brave, gentle, and courteous. You are quick and firm in your
decisions, but not always right, because your actions are governed by
your heart Instead of your head.
Once you have made a decision, you
are reckless of the consequences. Your
lifeline tells me you are close to fifty-thryears of age "
"Seeress, you're shooting high and
to the right," he Interrupted, for he
did .not relish that Jab about his age.
"I'll have you know I was forty years
old last month, and that I can still do
a hundred yards In twelve seconds flat
"
.
In my working clothes."
It,
peeved
about
feel
"Well, don't
Mr. Webste?. I am not Infallible; the
best you can hope for frorn me Is a
high percentage of hits, even If I did
shoot high and to the right that time.
In point of worldly experience you're
a hundred and six years old but I
lopped off fifty per cent, to be on the
safe side. To continue. You are of
an extremely chivalrous nature
young ladles
toward
particularly
traveling without chaperons; you are
kind, affectionate, generous to a fault,
something of a spendthrift One may
safely depend upon you to do the unexpected. Your matrimonial line Is
unbroken, proving you have never
married, although right here the line Is
somewhat dim and frayed." She
looked up at him suddenly. "Yon
haven't been In love, have you?" she
queried with childlike .Insouciance.
"In love and disappointed?"
He nodded, for he could not trust
himself to speak.
"How sadl" she cooed sympathetically. "Did she marry another, or did
she die?"
"She she yea, she died."
"Cauliflower tongue, In all prob
ability, carried her off, poor thing I
However, to your fortune; You are
naturally truthful and would not make
a deliberate ralRstatement of fact unless you bad a very potent reason for
It You have a strong sense de-of
and when fairly
sportsmanship,
feated, whether In a battle of fists
or a battle of wits, you never bold a
grudge, which Is one of the very nicest characteristics a man can have "
"Or a woman," be suggested feebly.
e,
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Eater Don Juan Cafetero, boa
vrrmnt and man about tow.
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Tests of a Good Thermometer.
In order, to ascertain whether
Is correct or not. It Is
first plunged Into melting Ice and then
Into boiling water; the level, of the
mercury should Indicate upon the
scale exactly 82 degrees and 212 degrees Fahrenheit When Inverted the
mefcury should fall with a sudden
click and fill the tube, thus showing
the perfect exclusion of air.
When doctors disagree the patient'
has a fighting chance fer his Ufa.

